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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to reveal the common
practices used by the obstetrician in the state or
Nebraska prior to 1900.

If one is to be an excellent

obstetrician, it is necessary for him to understand and
to be able to treat all pathological conditions to which
the human body is subject.

Because of this fact, and in

order to show how pregnancy, with its attendant complica
tions _that may or may not exist, were handled in this period,
one must bring in the history of the profession 1n general.
This, then, would include formations of medical organizations,

medical legislation as to the licensing of the medical prac
titioner, the formation of the State Board of Health and in
stitution of preventive medical measures, and public health
work in general.

For the purpose of clarity this paper is divided into two
parts.

Part I includes as much data as was possible to collect

prior to the year 1890.

from 1890 to 1900.

Part II covers. literature and data

After reading this paper, one will find th2t it is not

an obstetrical history of Nebraska but a history of obstetrical

practices during the periods cited.

1

OBSTETRICS
A retrospect of the practice of obstetrics in Ne.br-ask.a,
can best be begun by relating contents of a talk by James H•
Feabody, M•D•, Chairman of the committee of Obstetrics, June
1, 1869 at a meeting of the Nebraska Medi cal society.
nAway back, years before Columbus was
was thought of, much leas this b right idea
which lead to the discovery of this glorious
continent of ours, the native Indian women
practiced obstetrics in a crude way. The squaw,
when in labor, was supported on either side by
two of her companions, and a third, attending to
the delive ry of the child and secundinea, after
which the mother was plunged into a stream of
water--which practice, hovever good, as a means
of producing pe rfect cont raction of the uterus,
was certainly extremely hazardous to the mother;
how much so, I am sorry that I cannot state,
owing to the neglect of t_hese ea.rly obstetricians
to keep a tatis tios.
"From this early practice we will skip many
long years to the time when white men first began to settle the upper Missouri, b ringing with
them some of the best talent or our profession,
men who would have done honor to their profession
in their Eastern homes, b ut who preferred the
honor or bein g the pioneer doctors or tne presen t
rich va lley of Nebraska; men equal to any emergency,
as the case reported by my f riend, nr. McClelland,
and which he facetiously calls his Auger case, a
species of boring I would not advise to practice,
exoept in cases as this apP3ars to have been. It
is reported as follows:
'Being on a hunting expedition in one or
our frontier settlements, forty miles
from instruments, I was called to see a
woman who had been in labor for twelve
hours, with head impacted in superior
strait, pelvis too small. Not desiring

to risk the woman's life by at
tempting the cesarean operation,
using a pocket knife, I proceeded
to perform a craniotomy, using as a
perforator an auger bit, and sub
stituting a pair of tooth forceps
for the more perfect craniotomy
process, I succeeded in delivering
the fetus, and the mother made a
rapid recovery.•
"From this case we skip a period of ten years,
which brings us to the present year--no cases are re

ported except two of
my own."

nr. v.

H. Coffman's and several of

From this report we can see how meager statistics and

actual experiences reported are, and, as a consequence, some
of the color of the early experiences and beliefs in the

practice of obstetrics in Nebraska are lost. (1)

PART OD
THE HISTORY OF KEDICINE IN G-ENERAL

The Indian medicine men 1n Nebrask.a undoubtedly
served their people tor hundreds of years before the
advent ot the white man.

The history ·o� medicine in Nebraska can be traced

back to the week ot September 26, 1819, when U• S• troops

came up the Kissour1 River on the t1rst steamboat and

landed near council Bluffs about sixteen miles north ot

()laha.

Attached to these troops, the Sixth Infantry

Regiment and the Bew Hampshire Ritle Regiment, 2nd Bat•

talion, which landed on October 2, came two, and posaibl.y

tour medical ott1cera who were the first phys1oiana to set

. foot. on lfebraaka soil.

TWo ot these men, Gale and Kower,

will go down in medical history tor all times because ot the

splendid reports they made ot the terrible scurvy epidemic

which almost wiped out the regiment during its first winter

in the firs military post in Hebraska.(2)

In the 1850 1 a, the then territory ot Nebraska was indeed

a thinly se tled aide track ot the Union, ten t1mea more

Indians tha whites occupied the land, and it was only along a
narrow strip ot territory, the right bank o f the Missouri

River, that a tew white settlements could be round.

The in-

ter1or of this territory was unsettled.and was traversed
by those impatient white men who sought to grow suddenly
wealthy by searching for gold on tne shores of the paoitic,
or in the Rocky Mountains.

In those days doctors had long

and hard rides, over a country without bridges, without
fences, and one might say without roads.

In fact, so

sparse was the population of our beautiful state in those
early days tba t the old definition of ".American Desertt• was
perhaps not improperly applied.
civil

war,

Then came the time of the

when for five years medical history was wrapped

up in tne war.

The worst feature of the practice or medi•

cine 1n tnose early days was in the fact that there was no
money. (3)

The contents of the old-fashioned saddle bag consisted

or large bottles of calomel, jalap, quinine and paregoric;
smal.ler bottles of powdered ipecac, medium-sized v1ala of
sulphuric ether, laudanum, tr. of iron., tr. of valerian

and tartar emetic; papers containing plumbi aoetas, nover t s
powder, ergot and squills; packages of juniper· berries for

the kidneys, and pink and senna for worms; boxes labeled

compound cathartic pills, and blistering plasters, a stick
of argent1 n1tras, a roll of adhesive plaster and a good•sized
case containing abscess, thwnb and spring lancets; a pocket

t

case with one or two bistouries; artery forceps, grooved

director, scissors, need.les·and silk, and an old-fashioned
turnkey and one pair of rusty tooth forceps.

At the

doctor's office, for special occasions; could be found two
sizes of pewter Clyster pipes, a scarificator and glasses,

a Pbysiek splint and a pair of nenman 1 s obstetrical forceps.

Ir fresh from his Alma Mater, 1n the doctor's vest poc�et

would be a paper of digitalis, to be handled with care,
for fear of its 01.Dulating effects.

The home of patients

were expected to furnish the needed castor oil, bicarbonate

of soda, cream of tartar, epsom salts and spirits of turpen,.,

tine.

As their patrons were all virtuous, balsam copa1ba•

tr. of cubebs and tr. or cantharldes were not required, ex•

oept for the aged that had gravel. (4)

Thus equipped the doctor of the 1850's sallied forth to

fight diseaaes--with a scanty knowledge of pathology, but

w1th extensive information as to the special symptoms of most
ailments.

In many diseases, their treatment was a failure,

but in some diseases they were Just as good as those of 1890.
Dr• L. J. Abbott, in 1888, enumerated the diseases 1n which

there had been no advance in treatments during this t1me--acute
1atlammat1on of the brain, throat, heart, lungs, liver and

kidneys; malarial atfections and puerperal eclamps1a, tbe

r

antiphylogistic treatments.

Following that came the

introduction and tne general adoptlon of the theory of
speclfic germs as cause of contagious and infectious
maladies and marked an era in the practice of medicine.
With this came more favorable treatment of this type of
disease.
It is interesting to note that, in the February 11,

1942 issue of tne world Herald, George F• Snowden ls be•
11eved to be the first white boy born 1n Omaha, born July

12, 1857•

His parents crossed from council Bluffs on the

ferry boat 1n 1854, the year Dr• George Miller established

himself as a residing physician, the first one in Omaha. (2)(5)
At that time the population was made up of nine white
persons and a few hundred Indians who were encamped on the
banks of the river, and who were enroute south.

At this

time a few scattered huts, some of which were lodging places,
constituted the town of Omaha.

The accomodatlons were so

meager that tne daytime population sought refuge in the little
town of Council Bluffs across the river by n1gnt.

Dr• Miller

had no office, but was prepared for sick calls, wherever and
whenever be could be found.

Hie first case was that of an

Indian papoose, at tne lndlan encampment, wlth double pneu
monia.

At this time there were small settlements at Florence,

six miles north, at Bellevue, Brownville, and �ebraska
City, south.

To tne west a small population was encam:ped

just east of Fremont.

Dr• Enos Lowe became a resident in

1885, (2) 1 and Dr• J. p. Peck in 1856. (5)

With the close of hostilities, Nebraska medicine again
became wrapped up in its own.

In 1886 Dr• R• R• Livingston

corresponded with some of his medical friends in Omaha about
organizing a state Medical Society.

At that time a local

society had already been organized at Plattsmouth, and there
was one in Omaha.

In 1868 there were enough physicians in

the state to organize the Nebraska State Medical society, but
there was no way of telling at that time how many physicians
there existed throughout the state.
It might be well to here mention, that even at this

early period the doctors of the Nebraska Medical society with
a membership of 68 in 1876, (8), 129 in 1883, (9), and 270 in

1890, (10), was public health minded, and was certainly in
terested in suppressing the quackery which existed in the
state of Nebraska.

As early as 1872 Dr• J. H• Peabody (11)

had bEen appointed one of a committee by the American Medical
Association to urge upon the governor and lgislature the im-.
portance of the immediate appointment of a state Board of
Health, such as was then already in operation in Massachusetts,

.·a

Virginia, Call:r ornia, and Kinnesotlh He wanted the

eociety to help by appointing a committee to assist him.

It seemed that the sole object was to prescribe a remedy by

which the people might be protected from ignorant medical
pretenders.

Dr• Whitten (12) in 1879 suggested that there

shou1d be a provision for a commission composed or t1ve or

more physicians to examine and pass upon the qualifications

ot all candidates :for admission to practice 1n the state ot

llebraska.

Each com111ss1on should constitute a st.ate Board

ot Health and should at once beooae authorized to invea,1gate

the cause of all epidemic diseases and report the sue, recoa•

mend suitable sanitary legislation;

1n

fact, pertora all

duties usually assigned to State Boards or Heal.th.

Unsucceaatul

efforts had been made to obtain laws; to charter t:tie society,

· to require medical inspection of the sanitary condition· ot tm
school.a; to regulate the p-actice or medicine and to register

all physicians, to establish a hospital for the insane, an4

to .establish a Board ot Health and Vital Statistics, but ln.

1881 the state Legislature passed the Montgomery bill which

was aerel.y a registration or doctors with d1ploaaa or 11ceQaea
and troa what year, . but there was no�hing to show the genu111e

neaa ot the d1pl0Jla or license. (13) , In 1882 it was reported

-\._..

. •

that there were forty-six recognized medical schools 1n
the United states, and under the ·present provisions of the
law, it was reported as impossible to suppress quackery 1n

Nebraska under the provisions of the then prese�t law. (14)

Because of the inability of the Society to secure proper

legislation, they arranged for the formation of a Committee
on Public Health--the committee· on Public Health to be known
as the Nebraska state Medical Society's state·Board or Health.
It was to consist of the :permanent secretary as chairman,

and of every member of the society, whose duty it would be to
give such informa tion as might be indicated by blanks furnished
by the Society upon matters or births and deaths; dieeases--en

demic and epidemic, contagious or infectious, and such other

matters as pertain to the preservation of health and prolonga•
tion of life of the people of the state of Nebraska, to the

chairman of the committee.

The chairman of this committee

would at the time stated for such purposes present to the gover

nor of the state a report based upon the information gained or
all m atters pertaining to the subject in hand, and draw such

deductions and make such recommendations as might be warranted

by the .facts furnished by the several members of the aociety.(15)
After the Board of Health had been in existence four·months,

its records revealed ten deaths: two from old age; two from

io

croup, two stillborn, one from typhoid fever, one from

peritonitis, one from 1nJury, and one from hereditary

phthie 1a. (16)

In 1885, the chairman of the committee, gave the

first report concerning the death rat�.

F•

s.

In Omaha, Professor

Leisenri�, covering a period of two years and seven

months from April, 1881 to Karch, 1882 and from April, 1883

to October, 1884 stated that during the first period, with

the probable population of 40,000, 535 persons.'died.

or

these, '168 died under the first year, 108 under five years,

19 from five to tep years, 44 from twenty to twenty-five,

33 from twenty-five to thirty.

DUring the second period,

the population of 50,000, 1,076 died, 357 the first year,

and 233 under five years.

It was stated that the death rate

seemed to remain twelve per thousand a year, a rate lower
than most places in the country.

However, the statistics

for the :prairies of Nebraska, which the party did not possess,
showed a death rate far below those already mentioned. (17)

Yes, the early physicians were cognizant of preventive

medicine.

On December 27, 1881, at a special session or the

Nebraska Ked1cal society, public notice was given by the

Society that everyone should be vaccinated to control deatha
ll)

by smallpox. (18)

In 1883 a report was given on "vaccinaa

t1on in .America" by nr. Horace Chapin.

He showed how simple

the process of producing cowpox was, and stressed the satis

factory results, and mentioned the tact that the process of

vaccinating human beings from the pustules was very simpl�.
He stated that previous to the discovery of vaccination.

very few escaped smallpox.

It was estimated at that time

that ten per cent of all the deaths resulted from this di

sease.

Of those, they were more or less disfigured and 1n

many instances, in a most shocking manner.

It was through

the 1ntluenoe of President Jefferson in 1800 that vaccination

was introduced into the Southern states and soon became

general in all parts of the country. (19)
Dr•

w.

F• llllroy (20) 1n 1890, 1n his report on the

progress in public hygiene and medical legislation mentioned

the fact that too many of the doctors were 11ot concerned with

the subJect of sanitary science.

The subject or preventive

medicine offered the field for original investigation and

promise as to its results that was equaled, at that time, by

none other in the whole range of medical and surgical science.

Furthermore, there was no department or the professional work

from which so great actual result a· aiaht be hoped tor in benefit a

u

conferred upon the human raceo

He stated that there was

no disguising the fact that, so long as the family medic-al

practitioner continued to be paid to attend only on people

when they were 111, and not to conserve the health of the

household, there would be a constant drag on public health
progress.

The doctor believed that the paramount importance

in the conservation of public health was a thoroughly whole•

some water supply, and that this belief had come to be recog

nized universally.

The question of the disposal of garbage

in the safest and most convenient manner was receiving care•

ful study.

cates.

The greatest purifier, fire, had had many advo

Re mentioned a story concerning south omaha, in which

he heard that every portion of the hog waa utilized with the

exception of the squeal.· However, in all the range of sani•

tat1on, the most uniformly distributed effort was towards the

direction of the control of contagious diseases.

Two princi

pal reasons were offered for this; first, it was a matter in

which the public interest might be most readily enlisted;
second, because or the immense reduction in death rates.

It

seemed iape rative that a proper report or any contagious di•

seaaes should be made to health officials. Great advances

bad taken place in the ae thod.8 or con_dueting quarantine

agains ti the spread ot epid.em 1c diseases.

u

[

f,

.

At that t 1ae tubercu•

'

:..-��

los1s was believed to be contracted by eating the flesh ot
tuberculous animals, and admitted by most authorities) hovrever,
attention had been called to the milk of tuberculous cows and

in some specimens of milk the bacillus had been :found.

It

was even suggested that milk should not be used until after
thorough boiling.

In 1890, efforts ot the investigators, as reported, were

still directed towards the search for the underlying cause ot

disease, for the presence of a preconceived germ, ,nd tor some

method· of . applying and adJl1n1ster1ng all remedies, wh1.ch would

destroy these germs and effectually prevent their destructiYe

influence. (21)

The introduction and the general adoption ot

the theory of specific germs as the cause or contagious and

intectious maladies marked an era in the practice of medicine

with a resultant more favor able treatment

sease.

or �his type ot di

Dr• L. J. Abbott (4) mentioned the.introduction of the

salicylatea, especially the sal1cylate of· soda in ti.tie treatment
of acute rheWlatisa, not.ing· an advance more satisfactory tnan

any or the other drugs previously employed.

.Allong the new

druga which seemed to have come to stay, and that had aecur.ed

fixed placea in the Mater1a Ked1ca were a local anesthetic, co

caine, a 1111d laxat1ve, cascara aagrada, and antetebrin and anti•

pyr1n, febrifugea.

The treatment of tJ'.phoid feTer still remained in the adll,

ministration of antiseptics and germ1c1des,to the actual
seat of the disease.

Salol, which seemed to have quite

prominent use by some practitioners, was highly recommended

in general eept1eaem1c affections.

Chloral hydrate was

highly recommended by authorities as an efficient remedy

tor scarlet fever and salicylic acid was extolled by an

authority who had given it in 125 cases of grave scarlet

tever in children--he made the prescription of 1 part of

salicylic acid to 75 of water and 30 of syrup of oranges.

A dose of this was given every hour during the day and every

two hours at night; he found the temperature was rapidly re�

dueed and traces of fever disappeared after the tenth day.

His mortality, so he stated, was

3t per cent. (21)

, Ast to the treatment of diphtheria� liany new remedies

bad been introduced, but they were more or less a�t1sept1c

1

1n character.

Biehloride or mercury was still preferred by

aost practitionera.

Local treatment was more generally and

thoro�hly insisted upon and eons is ted or frequent gargling,

inhalations, .and syringing

important.

of

the nares being oonsider.ed moat,

For laryngeal diphtheria, steam inhalations were

iaportant, either from bo111ng �ater impregnated with turpen

t1�e and oil or .eucalyptus�, or trom slacked liae.

To loosen

I

'

the membrane, administration ot iodide of sodiua was
recommended.

For antiseptics and antisepsis .1n the de•

struction of germs, a sufficient amount of carbolic acid

had been used and it could be put in the blood to arrest

and prevent the growth or disease germs--others had em•

ployed phenic acid.

It Dr• L• J. Abbott (4) were questioned in 1888 as to

the relative frequency or diseases in Nebraska he would

have answered:

'

Pirat - throat attectiona, including in this
definition diphtmri· a.
Second• !leuralg1a and rheumatism.
Third• Diseases of the digestive organs.

Dr. M. L. Hildreth (22) mentioned in 1890 the tact that

there was a noticeable feeling in the minds of many in the

ranks o� general medicine, that the specialist was an un

necessary product, and that.he was absorbing and abrogating
the general physician's rights.

He stated that in the early

· days of medicine, before the prQCess ot evolution in
and practice bad become so proli fic, the demand for

did not seem so manifest.

However, in the later years

statements did not become accepted facts, when theories had
be substantiated, when the science had broadened until it

subjugated to its use all of the other sciences, there was
demand that the work should be divided, and, this demand

1at1ng, the doc\or might as well roster it, and direct it

the proper, sate and pure channels.

v.

In June, 1873, before the Nebraska Medical society, Dr•

H. Coffman stated that there was nothing new regarding a

report on obstetrics.

He believed that the main reason for

friend and counselor.

In a normal, easy labor, he felt that

calling a physician was s� that be might act as a mother 1 s

the physician had nothing to do, but they did much by bei�

present in quieting the unnecessary alara to which all women

in childbirth are eUbje�t.

BY the phys1cian 1 s assurance that

all would be well, her fears, Wf#re dissipated and she toot on
new courage. (6)

DUring 1887, and prior to that time, no grand discovery

had been made known in either Obstetrics or Diseases of women,

but there had been a very steady growth of knowledge and much

improvement.

... �
_· ,.,· .. �....�- �.
-� .. ;...

Dr• Stone mentions the tact that iiaeger's sign

or i;:regnanoy was announced in 1885, t'hat sign by means ot

,

which the existence of pregnancy could be determined with

almost certainty as early as the t1tth week of actual ges

tation•-the uterine.body enlarging antero-posteriorly, the

body "be].J.y1ng out", and the uterus then resembling an old•

taah1oned fatabell1ed Jug. (7)
/

'.

PUERPERAL SEPSIS
The first reports made on puerperal sepsis were in

1873 by Dr• James H. Peabody (23) under the title of "Nine
cases of Ketroperi tonit1s." It appeared to him to be one

of tne accidents of practice, and it sometimes.happened

that one would be blessed with a number of these cases in

success1o�.

There was no proof of the eontag1ousness of. this

disease at that time.

He believed, however, that the ob•

stetr1c1an could not be too careful in disinfecting himself

after attending one case before he visited another.

He

traced. tour oases to the carelessness of the 11idw1f e in

handling her patients.

Ot the tour delivered by himself, he
'

.

attributed two to the presence of scarlatina po1soning••one

recovered, the other

Another or

his

dying

before the rash had appeared.

cases was induced by the improper handl�ns or

the uterus previous to the doctor being called, and the tact

that the woaan had been left 111 hard labor fs,r thirty-six

hours without rest and then with instrumental interference.

His statement concerning the cases in general was:

"In priva·t• practice, I think this disease is more
frequently caused by certain occult tellur1c in
fluences, which are difficult to understand, yet
not the less true; tor instance, of the nine oases
coming under ay observation, all but two were
aleep1rg .in apartment s separated from the foul,
daap earth only be wet. and in some instances, half
rot t�n boards, the exhalations from the filthy ac-

cumulations or rats, mice and other vermin,
poisoning the atmosphere which the parturient
· woman breathe e." •

one thing he emphasized was that, Judging from the

terrible mortality following it, mueh was to be learned

•

concerning its treatment.

in 1884.

Bo change in their beliefs came

It was a disease, so Dr• p.

s.

Leisenri� (24)

says, that was no respeetor ot persons or conditions.

It

claimed as its victims alike, dwellers in the humble cottage

···'s;,

and the imposing palace, among the squalid denizens of our

OYercrowded e1ties and 1n sparsely settled rural districts.

Puerperal tever was said to be the most f'requ.ently fatal ot

all puerperal conditions and was thought to occasion more

deatha than all other diseases -ot the puerperal state, hence.

it might Justly lsave been regarded the �ead of' the ea1ld bed.

Its prevalence in hospitals tor lying-1� women had oonatantly

been observed. The author believed tm t when 1 t prevailed

epideaioally, it was an idiopathic essential fever, not d..

pendent upon local inflammation as its cause but hav1ng 1ts
origin in some general widespread influence of the toxical

nature.

That puerperal rever 1s 1ntect1ous might be regarded

aa Justly demonstrated by the nat�e ot the infection was a

controversial subject.

d1aeaae was contagious

It was, h wever, believed that the

a11otber depending upon whether

conveyed from one to

,.

oaae ot cont1bment· ••• - ·•· ·
1on, Jlllle 3 & 4, 1873, p� 29.

u
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attended by the midwife or the doctor.

were low, damp location

Predisposing factors

or the patient's dwelling with the

sick room on the ground floor, undue exposure of the patient

'to cold in winter moreso than in any other season of the year.
Local· oauses included generating malaria, such as sewer gas
or chamber located near the bathroom, for puerperal women

were said to be extremely sensitive to sewer gas poisons.

One authority stated tnat during an epidemic, prevalence ot

the disease was found in the delicate, forsaken, the uru1arr1ed,
the unhappy who were most likely to be attacked as well as to

be destroyed.

l)Ur1ng 1887 (26) it was found that the prevail•

1rag pathogenic baeteriae in puerperal fever were bacilli or

roda and aicrooocci or round bacteria, which rarely acted

singly ·as an agent in infectious diseases•-the predominant tora
deter11ining generally the c_naracter of the symptoms.

However,

in.1889 (25), the belief swu� toward t!l,e fact that puerperal

fever.was septicemia; that ordinary surgical fever was analagous,

its bacilli. being capable of producing all the conditions met

with 1n puerperal fever, that puerperal fever being a speeitic

disease was no longer tenable in the great majority or severe

oases, those heretofore spoken of as the purely septic forms,

that the disease was communicated tr.om without and generally

by 1ntect1on trOII tha attendant; that aa a routine measure, the

attendant should obeerTe scrupulous cleanl1neaa, particularly

��-----

in the scrubbing of fir:ser nails, and should practice dis

infection at least to the extent of bathing the hands 1n a

1:2000 sublimate solution; tllat in all varieties of puerperal

fever, the vaginal douche was agreeable and highly beneficial,
that a rise in temperature did not indicate a resort to

uterine irrigation of a flabby uterus, but with retained de

composition being the true indication, that thirty minutes was

a reasonable time to await the expulsion of the placenta, t.llat

the uterus could be made to contract in ten or fifteen minutes

under a reasonable friction and oomprese1on, that the fingers

and hand even, introduced intelligently, would do no harm, that

the careful remOV"al of all secundines was ·imperative, that a

lacerated cervix had better be left alone, tha� these simple

measures, with the avoidance of unnceseary handling and cleanl1•
ness first and all the time, were not followed with septic

fever.

In 1890 puerperal diseases were believed to be eoaaun� -

vented.

Three principal sources of communication were o1teda-tln.e

able 1n their nature, and, because of this, they could be pr ..

physician, the midwife or the nurse, and the unsanitary. sur-

roundings.

Dr• A• B• somers even admitted that the greater

number of oases were the result of contact with the pb1s1oian or

the midwife, and that too many physicians had used the term

malaria as a scapegoat to bear their sins in puerperal aepa11.

The use antiseptics had be•n introduced in the pr-actice ot mid•

· wif'ery about 1883 and many of the leading authorities were
rather radical to the extreme in their preventive measures,
in the way of antisepsis.

The authorities had gone so far as

to make a 11st of ten laws which should be strictly observed
1n every case or confinement.

These included: First. taking

out all excess furniture trom the room and sprinkling the

rooa, surroundiq;s and furniture with 1 to 1000 solution or ·
bichlor1de of mercury; second, the nurse and obstetrician
should be scrupulously clean, 1nclud1ng the use of antiseptic
solutions upon the hands and cloth1�; third, Just as soon as
labor had begun, ,thorough cleansing of the hands of the nurse
and war11 ant1aept1c solution injected into the vagina of the

patient to be repeated every four hours.

In the Eantime a

clotn was to be kept over the vulva; sixth, 1f after labor any

alight abrasions were to be found about the genitals,. tne parts
were to be cleansed and carbolic acid applied, the parts dried

and collodlon applied; seventh, a suppository of 1odofora placed

under the os uteri and repeated every two or three hours for ten

days; eighth• 1n ordinary oases vaginal 1nJect1ons of a solution

of bichloride or other d1sinf'eetant should be made every eight
hours •

.Aa for treatme.nt, Dr• p. 8• Leisenring (1884) stated that ·

it appeared absurd to manage all cases alike or to treat them

upon the same principle.

It must be remembered, however,

that the risk or danger of contagion should be borne in
He recommended as proprzylaxis. before parturition an

mind.

abundance of ventilation.

He believed that pure fresh air,

in his mind, was one of the best antiseptics.
of the treatment was as follows:

His summary

ti.AS a summary of the treatment of this formidable
disease, in accordance with what I have learned
of it by experience, and a careful study of the
writings of various authors on the eubje ct, I
would suggest the following, viz.: first, in
plethoric subjects, and in an early attack of
the disease, full and free venesection; second,
active catharsis; third, full doses of oil ot
turpentine and tr. opium combined, alternating
every two hours with calomel, opium, and qu1n1a,
or salicylate of soda; fourth, hypodermic in
jections of morphia, or arterial sedatives if in
dicated; fifth, small and repeated doses o�
veratrum viride, or tr. aconite alone or combined
with either potassium acetat,, potassium citrae,
or spirits ether nitres; sixth, vaginal or uterine
injections of warm water alone, or combined with
antiseptics such ae bromo-cbloralum, tbymol, car
bolic acid, salicylic acid, boracic acid, or bt•
�hl.:oride of mercury; seventh, external applications
of turpentine, blisters, poultices, or clo ths wet
with with cold or hot water as indicated; eighth,
attention to the necessary hygienic rules of diet,
cleanliness, fresh air, careful surroundings, and
good nursing." •

Dr• Coffman cited cases of so-called metritis following

delivery, being mild attac;ks, soon recovering under the tre.at•

•Trans.

1.s.11.s.,

S1xteenti Annual Keetirig, 1884, P• 285.

ment of hot fomentations, injections into the vagina of
a solution of' permanganate of potassia, sedatives and

morphia.

His cases did not require venesection.

As to the

subject of veneeection, he summarizes it by saying:

"I would not have you think us so blood-thirsty
as to extract the last drop of blood from a
poor, emaciated, nervous woman, who happens
to have contamination from the foul and de�
caying discharges consequent upon labor nor
in the slow, inflammatory process, which is
often set up in the uterus extending to the
peritoneum from some accident or neglect, which
a large dose of opium, a saline cathartic and
hot fomentat1on·s, will as surely cheek and pre•
vent; when the case is one of an active and
violent nature, as tends to death, it is then
that the lancet is the archimedian lever to
raise from death's bed her who implores your
aid and sympathy. The-truth is, that medical
men are as great slaves and votaries to fashion,
as the modern fair one whose jests are that the
told things are passed away•. And here, allow
me. to refer to a case of mine, reported at our
last meeting, in which there was an inflammation
of the uterus, with powerful cerebral pressure,
it not congestion, and mania following. I bled
the p:1.tient freely upon first seeing her, because
of the violence of the symptoms, which would
certainly have soon destroyed life. This lady
still lives, not in the wards of an asylum, but
in the bosom of her family, because I dared to
bleed her, and would do it again, notwithstanding
the criticism of the medical and surgical re•
porters who say that this treatment was fifty
years behind the times. I only ask you. gentle•
men, is it difficult to diagnose between anemia
and an inflammation,. and 1s "it not possible that
puerperal mania and puerperal fever may not co
exist."

Proc.

H.s.x.s.,

Fitth Annual Session, June 3 & 4, 1873. P• 17.

It was believed that as soon ae there was a marked

rise of temperature, all decomposing matter should be re•

moved from the uterus with a ourette, then afterwards

washed.out with some ant1aept1o fluid. This should be repeated once or twice.

To raise and maintain
the power
. or
.
resistance and enable the system to throw off the poison,
alcohol in large doses should be given.

Others used the

tepid bath, which promoted sleep, and gave the patient the

disposition to take 'plenty of nourishment.

In closi� this subj�ct for this period, 1t might be
well to say that life instµ--ance statistics in 1890 showed
I

that of -2,182 insured women, 9.03 per cent died from puerperal

causes, 6.79 per cent being due to septicemia.

These figures

represented as nearly as �nything the mortality of private
obstetrical practice.

T�se stood in marked contrast with

the fractional part or 1 per cent mortality in the lying-in
hospitals of the world. (27)
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OBSTRUCTION TO LABOR IN THE SUPERIOR STRAIT
on normal presentation wi�h head retarded in its de•
acending course at the superior strait, the difficulties en
countered by the accoucheur were believed to be due to two
causes, or a combination of the two.

First, disproportion

between the size of the fetal head and the upper opening of
;fte maternal pelvis> second, uterine inertia.

It was stated

that the child must be removed piecemeal or abdominal section

resorted to when th� maternal pelvis was so distorted or con
tracted as to make delivery by normal methods impossible.

article reported in 1883 (28) treated only of such cases in

The

which the pelvis was sufficiently roomy as to allow the passage
of a not excess1vely large fetus--that is, having a conjugate

diameter of three and three-eighths inches.

If the first stage

of labor were not completed, the physician could assist the
p:it1ent and, in the end, hasten the termination,or labor by

resorting to means that would relax the soft parts of the

mother and allay the ineffectual contractions of the uterus.
This could be acccapliehed by anointing the maternal organs

with some warm oleaginous material, and, if the os was rigid,
smearing it with an ointment composed of warm lard and bella
donna.

The oil had to be applied warm, and the appl1cat1ona

were to be made frequently.

The completionof the first stage

of labor could be materially hastened by art1tic1al dilatation

of a r1gid oa, by introducing the fi nger into the os and
making gentle_ traction.

These methods were believed to

be uaetul when the. labor pains were regular and of sut
ticient :force .to press the head firmly against the mouth

ot

the womb.

If· the pains were irregular and without torce,

while they caused the patient intense sUf fer1ng, they aca
coapliahed nothing tosards t he termination of labor; the
proper procedure then· being to administer an opiate (sulphate

ot

morphia) and thUa, by controlling the muscular contraction

ot the uterus when they were to 110 avail, one gave the patient
an opportunity to recuperate and gave the muscular tibera

at

the uterus time to recover thei"r loat tone, and, by the ti11e
the woman had repaired her strength and e�age, the woab

woul.d have

the power to contract upon

most 1rrea1•ttltle force.

its

contents

with al

PUrther the opiate had a general

relaxing· property a� would exert a most happy effect upon
In Jroducing a all d d1apharea1a, a better

the und1la ted os.

c1roulat1on of the blood at· .the surface of the- body could be
� provok ed and, thereby, cause a reeling
the entire organiaa.
given, a, one�sixth

ot

warmth to permeate

Jfarcotic doses of morphia ab.ould not b·e

ot

a grain would be tound surtic1ent,

_although it could be repeated in twenty minutes to halt an
hour.
/

The bodJ

ot

the patient bad to be kept warm.

It cold

and clammy, warm applications could be made in the form ot
hot flat irons, bottles of hot water, or what was believed
better,. enveloping the patient in a warm blanket.

A well•

established axiom at that time was that a cold woman could

!)rugs such as ergot or any other

not give birth to a child.

oxytocio were useful in only one complioation ·ot labor--namely,

hemorrhage.

In the first stage

of

labor tp.ere was no oircum..

stance under which its use could possibly be followed by, any

go� results •

.After the first stage ot labor had been com

plet•d, with the head above or engaged in·.t.h.e superior strait,

and the powertul uterine contractions only having the ettect
ot pointing the presenting part, or if the womb through

fatigue refused to forcibly contract, the physician aust act

.

proatply--under these c1rcuastancee, it the pbJsician W'lder-\

stood his business, he ·could be ot great service.

In this

claaa of case•, there was but one thing to do and that was to

_apply torcepa.

To properly use the forceps in this _condition

was one ot the most d1ft1oult operations. the obstetrician· waa

called on to perform.

21
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FACE PRESENTATION
The prognosis 1n taee presentation was mueh more un•

favorable in.1886 than in the common vertex, both in re•

gards to the mother as well as the child•-in the former, on

account of the greater duration ot the labor, and the latter,

because ot the serious injuries which might result from the

extreme extension of the head.

statistics given at this

time gave a mortality of about one in ten or eleven tor the

child, and of one 1n twenty for the mother.

When the mortality at that time was about the same as

1n breech presentation when nature was allowed full sway, it

was somewhat surprising that there were advocates of podalic

version, even when the face was well advanced in the pelvic

cavity--that procedure itself necessarily adding to the risks
ot the case.

It the chin did not rotate to-the pubis, but passed to

the hollow of the sacrum, unles� the head was very small or

the pelvis unusually roomy, the death of the child was be

lieved inevitable, and delivery was accomplished only after

craniotomy.

Dr• E··S· Smith (29), in 1890, suggested that as

soon as this pos.1t1on had been rect1tied, immediate use ot a

pair ot short, straight forceps was essential, and that a

prudent attempt should be made to toroe ,a rotation ot the
oociput to the pubis·, even at the risk of dislocati!JS the

cervical vertebrae.

.. ', .l

It th!a @hould. tail, delivery might be

"'

secured by traction of the forceps through the occiput
though the oociput remained 1n the sacrum.

It forceps

failed, the next procedure of choice was an embryotomy;
however, others advised oraniotomy as a last resort. and
would rather use deep lateral incisions into the perineum
to bring the occ1put out through the 1nc1Sed perineum.
Dr•

w.

O• Bridges (30) mentioned the fact that the

older authorities believed thctt spontaneous delivery was

impossible, and they performed podalic version in all oases
of race presentation.

It must, however, be borne in mind

that a first case was a tedious one, and that so long as the
condition or the mother would warrant, and progress-was con

tinuous thougll, al.ow, the physician should trust to the un•

aided efforts of nature.

He believed 1n the preservation of

the intact membranes as long as possible, as they were of more
consequence here than they were in vertex presentation.
tation was by far the most important movement.

Ro

The essentials

for a proper rotation being a euff1c1ent extension or' the head

and the descent of the face to the floor of the pelvis.

llethods

of assistance, if rotation failed to occur, consisted of putting

the finger of the operator 1n the mouth of the fetus and making
traction downwards and forwards on the jaw.

It the chin should

paas into the hollow of the sacrum, there was only one procedure

and th.at was podalic version, done for the safety ot the child

unless the relations of tne head to the pelvis would permit
forceps delivery in the mento-poaterior position.

Generally,

however, the head was so wedged low in the pelvic cavity that

version was impossible, and the chance of sacrificing the
child had to be taken.

Where the forward rotation did occur, with the chin under

the pubis, it was found that it was sometimes necessary to a:p

ply forceps to assist in the flexion of the head.

Dr• Bridges

stressed tne fact that in all cases of mento-anterior deliveries,

great care must be given the perineum to guard against rupture.
Others advised converting face to vertex presentation and

applying forceps, but conditions necessary for this were an os
nearly or quite dilated, a race not engaged in or at least

capable of being readily lifted from the pelvic brim, an un•

ruptured bag of waters, a capacious •agina, chloroform to re

lax the structures of the parturient canal and to quiet the

movements of tne patient as well as to obviate pailht

, Discussion indicated that this method of prevention was

not as alarming at this tlme as in previous years.

The doctors

- felt the t they were getting away from the old doctrine 0meddl1ng
was a bad thing".

PENDULOUS .ABDOMEN
Dr• J. W• BUllard (31), 1n 1890, attributed uterine

inertia to exhaustion, constitutional weakness,· frequent

childbirth, excessive youth or age of the patient, uterine

mal-position, pendulous abdomen, intestinal accumulations,

distension of the· bladder, excess of liquor amn1 and mental
trouble.

He suggested the use of a firm binder, thereby

raising the pendulous abdomen so as to bring the axis ot the

uterus info nearer accord with that of the pelvic brim. It
the abdomtnal muscles were stretched and weakened, he felt

that theyltailed to perform their function and,

sequence

ff

AS

a eon-

this failure, the uterus was permitted to tall so

far fowar� that its axis was not in accord with that of the

pelvic br�m. Some had suggested operations to shorten the
distance from attachment to insertion of the abdominal muscles,
but he believed in bandaging the patient, or using some form
of a b1nde!r, so as to bring the uterus back into normal

position, las it would materially shorten the duration of labor.
i

HYPEREKESIS OF PRIDNANCY

Dr•

o. c.

Reynolds (1888) (32} believed that the

greater percentage or vomiting in pregnancy had its origin_

'

,A

in a weakened condition of·the sexual organs, brought on trom
too

frequent copulation.

Ado-pting this theory, the physician

had been able to relieve every patient promptly by sex educa
tion and explanation.

In 1890, Dr•_ F• D• Haldeman (33) attributed morning sick•

ness and otten- the �iolent vomiting of pregnancy, 11ke all re

tlex neuroses, to local causes which yielded readily and

pos1t1vely to local treatment.

Observation was that b1.per

emes1a was due to· uterine corsest1on and inflammation, and,

therefore, heroic medication of the stomach was not only use•

leas but inJurious.

Relier was obtained by a single applies•

tion ot carbolic acid to the cervical canal or a tennated

tampon to tlle eroded cervix, but, if examination failed to dis

close the presence of l ocal disease, proper regulation o f diet

would relieve distressing and troublesome disorder of the
stomach.

"'Jnt'·
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Al�STHETICS
Even though both ether and chloroform had been used

1n labor 1n 1847, laity in 1888 still looked with distrust
and horror upon their use.

All physicians knew chloroform

to be the anesthetic "par excellence" for women in labor,
even, though ether was reported having a lower mortality.
The general b elief seemed to prevai� w1th bpth the pro

feaa1on and the publ1e that anesthesia was ad.Ilissable only

in exceptio·nal cases. (32) (34)

PtBRPIRAL EOLAKPSIA
.la to the etiology or eclampsia, a reasonable cause 1n

1887 seemed· to be the absence of the normal lateral obliquity
or the uterus.

one authority asserted that the disturbance

ot the renal functions was produced chiefly by pressure ot

the gravid uterus upon tb.e abdoainal aorta or upon the Tena

cava or both together, with their branches, in consequence.of

the child and uterus not ma1nta1niq; during pregnancy the 1r
normal lateral pos it1on above the pelvie brim.

Another con

cluded that all renal atrectiona during pregnancy arose from -

a common cause.

He defined it to be an unusually stro� in

nervation of the splanohnic nerves, the uterine alterations

aoting as the immediate agent of this heightened nerve
irritation, as a result of which occurred especially vaso
constrictlon of the kidney circulation, cortical anemia,
and degenerative processes.

During labor the effects of

this irritation were directly on central organs, and the vaso
motor center of the medulla oblongata, with no renal altera

tion existing. (35)

. All mechanical and chemical theories of intoxication of

blood by renal excreta were reJect.ed as a cuase of eclamps1a

by many.

Dr• A• 6• Kansfelde (36) mentioned the fact that al

bum1nur1a generally persisted or was coexistent with puerperal

convulsions, and yet it was not a necessary factor, since

•·clampe1a might occur without a trace of albumen being dis

covered, and, what was more, without the demonstration, post
mortem, of changes in the structure of the k1dn�ys of any kind.
However, he did admit that the etiology of convulsions was com•
plex, and that pregnancy and labor were trigger mechanisms.

Predisposing factors, as cited, included: girls who owed their

maternity to faithless men; pr1mipar1ty in itself was regarded

as a grave factor in the production of eolampsia and distension
of the uterus. whether by a large child, by twins, or more

children, or by bydramnios.

As to treatment, preventative measures were stressed as

early as 1888. (36) This consisted of routine urine

checkups which were felt necessary, especially in nervous

women.

If albumen was found, four measures of' prevention

should be followed:

1. Bathing daily 1n cool water.
2. Bromides--equal parts each of sodium and
patash salt and.a double quantity with
ammonium compound gr. X t.1.d. and at
bed time.
3. Xeep bowels open.
4. Live on milk entirely and alone.

The essential features of the treatment- of an eclamptie

woman consisted of:.

Gr. 1/4 aorph1 to be followed in an hour by another
dose 1t necessary. PUt patient under chloroform and
empty bowels by a high injection of syringe full ot
glycerine.
Inject drachm of chloral hydrate.
sedation.

Maintain full

Delivery as soon as 1t was safe for mother (when
· ·
forceps could be safely applied). .

ffumerous cases were cited in literature prior·to 1890. (37)

One case a _primipara, �ge thirty, eighth month or' pregna:ney with

generalized severe intermittent convulsions and coma.

Treat

ment consisted of venesect1on--the physician stated that the

bleeding was a large one and had a marked and happy influence

upon _the general condition of the patient.

Ice was applied to

the mad, two grains or· calomel on the back of the �oqgue every

hour.

When the spasms did not cease, and convulsions re•

turned after this _regime, venesect1on and chloroform were
used to mitigate their severity.

During this time vaginal ex

amination showed no cervical dilatation.
given a solution

The patient was also

or citrate of magnesia. The patient did not

go into labor until four days later, at which time the os was
only slightly dilated and rigid, and after being in la bor for

a considerable length of time, showed signs of uterine inertia.
The physician administered fluid extract of ergot in draehJI

doses every twenty minutes.

Later hs ruptured the membranes

and proceeded to dilate the os with his fingers.

The progress

ot labor was yery slow but the head had reached the outlet,

when pains became feeble again�

Chloroform was employed, and

the pains became very energetic, the soft parts relaxed and de•

livery was effected.

The uterus tailed to contract[etticleritly,

so ergot was again resumed, and the patient improved rapidly.

It was thought that venesection had its effect in that it

probably decreased.the blood volume, the force of oiroulat1on

and the__ pressure of -the blood on· the nerve centers, -as well as

to alter favorably the general condition of th, blood as ap

plicable to puerperal convulsions.
I

All seemed to speak favora bly

or- eanetiµ. bleeding. but in puerperal convulsions some thought
!

chloroform ireterable. (38)

Ka�y were espe eially enthusiastic with regards to the use ot

chloral hydrate in the control of convulsions. (39) (40)

TWenty

grains or cnloral hydrate.were given and repeated as often
as .1e rking of the tendons indicated returning ·spasms•

Dr• A•

Bowen in 1876 epitomized the treatment of puerperal eclampsia
by saying:
"After considerable experience in the last ten
years with puerperEl eclampsia, I have learned
to look upon hydrate of chloral· as almost
spe ci:f'ic for that frightful disease, though I
still think I should not omit venesection in
any case presenting well-marked apoplectic
symptoms."
Bedford Brown had one unique factor in his treatment in

that he gave an infusion of ergot, per rectum·, 1n large doses

to complete labor.

He believed that it acted on the nerve.

_centers as aedat1on on the reflex powers and as an agent to
lessen hyperemia.

Thomas suggested the daily use of the warm

bath, milk diet and U!lxative in hopets or tiding the case over,
but if symptoms should not diminish, labor should be brought

on.

l.NDUCTION OF PREilATURE LABOR
A physician cites a c�se with a history of premature labor
and death of the fetus, in a woman age_26 p�egnant twice pre
vi ously.

In order to obtain a living child, he believed 1t

necessary to promote premature labor by the use of a tampon and
hot vaginal douches at about the time the child, became viable,
. around the seventh month.
the 1nduct1on

He

mentions that the indications for

at premature labor could be summarized into three

..
�adings:

1. Diseases of the mother.which would be
aggrav�ted to a dangerous degree 1f the
pregnancy were allowed to persist.
2. Cona1derat1ons 1nvolv1ng the interests
or the oh1ld�
3. cons1derat1ons involving tne interests
of both mother and child, the chief of
which were racn1t1c pelvis and tumors •

. It must be remembered· th.at whatever metnod of 1nduo1ng

labor was used, ant1sept1o precautions were to be maintained
throughout •. ( 41 )

Dr• Clarke (42), ·1n 1889, while condemning an indis•

cr1111nate use ot any preventative means, stated that the

practitioner was tully Juatitied 1n interfering with conception

in the following three categories ot oases:

'

1. In women suffering with more or less ad
vanced pulmonary phthisis. ·
2. In wo11e.n with organic e�rdiac disease.
3. In women suffering from profound anemia,
or failure of the general nutrition, or
hereditary tendency to pulmonary tubercu
losis.

CABSEREAN SECTIOB
It was stated. tha t the JJnerieans had not made as rapid

advance in caeaerean operation as the European countries.

·oermana report a 94.7 per cent recovery; Saenger reports 73

. per cent recovery· in this country..

Advocations · had been made

tor early operation to reduce the mortal1 ty, but tnere still

existed a def.1n1te. difference ot opinion as to the preferanee

''

or Caesarean section over craniotomy. (43)

OXYTOCIC
Dr•

r.

No Pickett (44) 1n his article "Quinine versus

Ergot as an oxytocic" in 1890 made a summary and comparison
as follows:
"Ergot:

First, action slow, requiring twenty-five
or thirty minutes before response ls
manifested.
Second, action ls uncertain.
Third, action- sometime e followed by shock
and exhaustion.
Fourth, action attended with danger to
mother and fetus.
Fifth, the pains produced are different
from natural labor, being strong, per-.
sistent, and allowing no time for rest;
thereby violating one of the provisions
of nature •

. Quinine:

First, action more rapid, requiring
fifteen or twenty minute�.
second, action always follcmed by in
crease in force of uterine contractions.
Third, action never followed by shock or
exhaustion.
Fourth, action harmle as to mother and
fetus.
Fifth, the pains produced do not differ
from natural labor, but are rhythmical,
giving ample time to rest; thereby stimu
lating nature."

Ergot's best use was asserted to be found where a tonic
uterine contraction was needed, f'or example, just before the

second stage of labor waa completed, when from any cause tbs

.<t
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physician had reason to fear that postpartum hemorrhage
would ensue.

In the class of cases where exhaustion arose

from want of vital energy, where the uterus was soft and
flaccid in the intervals between the pains, where the
uterus he.d grown weary of its work or there was deficient
uterine innervation, he made an appeal for the use of the
chie f executive in arousing functional activity, in giving
10-15 grain doses of quinine to stimulate the central nerve
cells whose duty it was believed to be the generation of
mot or impulses.
PERINE.AL LACERATIONS IN PARTURITION
The first mention of this subject was thet by nr. M. R•
Butin in 1886 (45) when he made the following statement:
"It has been truly said th&t he who preserves
from rupture a perineum which is in peril,
shows more skill than he who successfully re
pairs one which has been ruptured. tt
He mentioned that prophylactic measures were truly needed
here as elsewhere.
As to etiological factors, some of the most common causes

producing laceration were enumerated as follows: first, large

fetal hs ads; second, passage of shoulders; third, carele as use
o f forceps; f ourth, rigidity of soft parts; fifth, rachitlc
pelvis.
The agencies actiQ3 to expel the fetus are uterine con-
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tractions and the accessory muscles of respiration.

Th�se

e�aged in relaxing the tissues of the canal are: first, the
membranous pouch; _second, the presenting part; third, arti
ficial means.

There existed a contraversial point as to

whether or not the membranes should be ruptured, believing
that the membranous pouch helped to dilate the vulvar and
vaginal rings if left intact, and if rµptured, favored peri�al

laceration.

Dr• BUtin believed that the acceleration of labor

should be undertaken only in skilled hands.

Artifical means of dilating the perineum consisted of
and were known as relaxants.

The aim o f prophylaxis was to de

velop elasticitJ of the soft parts to the fullest extent, and
to cause the head to pass by its smallest diameter.

Relaxation

, of the perineum was to be aimed at--warm water applied to the
perineum by sponge was recommended in some instances.

Chloro

form and sweet oil were used locally for their relaxing effects.
Chloroform administered by inhalation was thought servicea ble

and would control the impulse to bear down with the thoracic

and a bdominal muscles.

Dilation by means of the fingers hooked

over the P3rineum had a great many advocates.

The forceps was

bel ieved to be an efficient means in saving the perineum.

Re

capitulating, the following measures were advocated as necessary

to reduce laceration; first, to secure relaxation of perineum;

second, to retard progress of the too rapidly descending head;
third, to support and keep flexed the head on the aternUII.
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Dr.o E• M. Whitten (46) in 1885 stated that if· by
accident the perineUJD were la cerated in the act, ot par

turition, it should be repaired by an immediate operation.
If, however, the primary operation should fail, operative
means should be employed at the earliest r�asonable moment,
for, it not repaired, the function of the pe·rineUII in sup
portiq; the ·pelvic or gans would be impaired an d would favor
perinea! and vaginal sub1nvolution, prol,pse of pelvic
organs, and the long list of chronic diseases to which the
degenerative .organs are subject.

He gave as the reaaons fer

repairing it early; first, because the operation wa·s much more
sim.ple early than i f delayed; second, it closed an open and
wounded surface and thereby, prevented rapid absorption of
sepsis; third, because the condition of the perineal body was
more favorable tor repair ·while physiologically hypertrophied.

THIRD BTJn-E OF LABOR
During this period the greater prop.ortion of the sins of
midwifery practice were committed in the managem ent of normal
labors, and many of t�se were committed in the management of
the third stage of labor, due to the inc reasing tendency ot the
present age to substitut ion of a rtificial means for natural or
physiological for ces.

conditions which might interfere with

the desired result s 1n the third stage of labor. according to

Dr• William Knapp, included abnormally attached placenta
or membranes, with the inter.ference · of either retraction of
the uterus and an induced inertia resulting in an hour-glass
contraction.

Interference of the condition affecting the re

sults might be misdirected efforts to assi£t nature in the
completion of her task.

He believed that if there was partial,

or even complete inertia of the uterus, and there was no
hemorrhage which called for immediate interference, a period
of rest was indicated.

Nature within a short time, by rest,

would regain her exhausted vitality.

Force should be applied

only when clonic contraction s were in progress, and it should
not b e by pulling upon the cord, but always on the presenting
part, or the end of the roll of the placenta.

nr. Knapp was

in greater favor of the crede method and regarded it as the
necessary condition for perfect and speedy involution.u·

For hour-glass contraction of the uterus with retained

placenta nr. E• Christiansen (1884) (48) advocated giving the
�t1ent a full dose of kali bromat and a combination of the

etherized tincture of valerian, administering chloroform, and
using hot water injections per rectum.
pr.

Coffman {1873) (6) stressed the many evils con

sequent upon sub-involution of the uterus.

He believed that

this was the greatest cause of invalids after labor and mis
carriage--"from failure of molecular metamorphesia and con
tractility of uterine tissues followed leucorrhea, prolapses,

versions, and flex1ons, and various pathological con
ditions which called tor the aid of the gynecologist."
GYNECOLOOY

Dr• Dailey (49), in 1886, made the statement that

this could truly be called the abdominal epoch of the
surgical age of gynecology.

There was·no organ of the human

body which at that time was receiving as much.attention frOII
the gynecologists and surgeons aa the ovary.

She ."IJakes the

statement "that a da�erous amount of enthusiasm ex1a:tant in
gynecology 1s appar-ent, leading to gross abuse of operative
me_thods, and to general·izations as da�erous as they are un
founded."
EVen as early as 1886 we find that the exploratory in
cision was coming into merited favor.· (.50)

It was believed

then that Just as soon as the old-time tear of an abdominal
incision would be thrown into disrepute that there would be
l

more llves saved by explorator ea.

EXTRA-UTERINE PRI!D-NANOY
Since 1869 (51), Dr• J. G• �len, the first in the United
States to use ale ctromagnet1s11, there were believed to have oc•
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curred no fatal cases in his practice.

Because of this, it

was advocated as a valuable means or saving the life or women.
one authority believed that the fetus, having passed through

the stage of tUbal rupture and remained alive, might go on to

term and be delivered while the woman would have a chanc e tor

recovery far better than.with faradization destroying the child.
There was still an argument as to the use of· electricity, only

in connection with the earlier months of pregnancy--some place
the upper limit at tour and one-half mont_hs, and others ·at as
low as two to three months.

It had been stated that the1 greater difficulty aurroundi.rg

diagnosis and the danger and risk attending the treatment of

extra-uterine pregnancy made it a subje ct well wortey or careful

and continual investigation, as there were 200 cssea recorded

between 1882 and 1886. (52)

.Accepted symptoms were: first, irregular gushes of blood,

ceasing and recurring without assignable causes; second, fixed,

grinding pain in one iliac tossa, and perhaps down the corres•

ponding thigh; third, paroxysmal pains occurring with severity,

marked by constitutional symptoms passing away to recur with

increased vio lence; fo�th, symptoms of abortion without a fetus,

or expulsion ot membranes without a fet�s; f'1fth, pronounced

_ abdominal heat to be round after rupture and hemorrhage due to
the presence beneath the abdominal wall of a clot of blood

varying in bulk from one quart to two or three gallons.

The

accompanying physical signs included: first, an increase in

size of the uterus with d.1s·placement; second, evidence tmt
the.uterus was empty as shourn by the uterine sound; third,

the presence of a tumor to one side, or behind, the uterus.

Laparotomy was considered a necessity 1n all oases where

there had been a rupture of the fetal sac and active hemorrhage,

providing the added shock of the o:peration would not cause

the death of the pati�nt--it must be borne in mind, however,

that untreated hemorrhaging rupture is certain death.

UTERINE FIBROIDS
Uterine f ibroids were believed to be fibrous growths havirs

their origin within muscular tissue, being generally of a tense

structure but not always, and they may or may not undergo

cystic degeneration. Kieroseopically, they were composed of

small muscular fibers varying. considerably in size, but eon-·

siderably exceeding the size of those of the unimpregnated
uterus.

Hemorrhage wit� menstrual derangements from obstructed

circulation was considered one or the earliest symptoms, with
displaoemen_ts and prolapse, and consequent impairment

of

the

heal t� action or the bladder and rectum because of encroach

ment upon either of these organs.

Anemia was re4lly caused by

the continued loss of blood.

Fibroids rarely made their

appearance before the age of' twen-ey-five in the unmarried,

and at a later age in the sterile, and at a much more ad�

vanced age in fruitful women.

The varieties found included

submucous ( probably the most common), sub-peritoneal, inte�

stitial or intramural, multiple fibroids, fibrous· polyps, and
fibre-cystic growths •.

In 1896 (53) (54), medical treatment was resorted to and

consisted of ergot in 15-drop doses in_ �n effort to carry them

along until menopause, when it was figured that the fibroid

would regress.

Electric treatment was also tavored--a battery

cell was employed in which one stylette was placed into-the

fibrous mass.

The patient was treated twice a week or once a

week, and most cases reported a.bowed a regress in the size of

the fibroids.

German authorities still leaned towa�da complete removal

or the uterus.

Others advised laparotomy rather than removal

through the vagina.

.

Still others suggested arresting the cir•
,

oula tion of these tumors, but most were inadequate.

Oopb.oreotolly

ha·d been suggested in the treatment .of myofibromata-•the opera
tion immitated nature •s menopause in arrest!� hemorrhage. and
stopping ratal sequelae.

The majority of the authorities ad•

vooated trettment when the myomata were relatively small 1n
size.

4S

THB TREATMENT OF ABORTION
Dr• J. p. Lord (1890) (55) suggested that too great a

proportion of the profession were want .to treat th1s emergency
on the so-called expectant plan--the temptation then was to

give ergot and wait.

The tamponade was used, but too fre

quently blind and, unless used properly was daz:e;erous. .He

sugges·ted the use

or the Sims ' spe'oulum and a curette to

empty the uterus.· When he was called to a case of abortion,

when the fetus had been expelled

or

hemorrhage was profuse,

he placed the patient in a left lateral position and intro,.

duced the Sims' speoulum--then using forceps and cotton he

would mop out the vagina to determine the situation.

It the

uterus was low in the pelvis and, the cervix was sUft'1c1ently

dilated, he would grasp all parts of membranes, removing them

with a forceps.

He then used a dull curette, gently and

thorou_e;hly scrapiQg the _uterus.

given early.

Quinine and opium were always

A common prescription used was ergotlne, grain l;

extract nux voaica, gr. 1/4; quinine, gr. 3, g:tven t'o� times
a day--then after two days, given three times daily.

aentlals lnclUded go

r

O:t.ber es

noui-1ah1qi; food, sunlight and fresh air,

DYSMENORRHEA
'

.

Dr• B• •• Whitt,n, 1889, (56) stated that dfsmenoJ!?'i.ta

i
i
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arose from an anemic neuralgic state, because as many
women had stenosis and other affections without this af
flict1on.

Treatment consisted i:1 the pa.st of dilatation

and the use of the knife, but during ·the past year electricit y
had been much used with very sati sfactory results.

DISEASES OF THE FALLOPIAN TUBES
Best authorities in 1887 (57) were agreed that gonorrhea
caused a la rge percentage of tubal diseaees--tney included
salp1ngit1a, pyosalping1t1s, per1salping1t1s, oophorit1s,
perioophoritis, and abscess of the ovary.

Many cases of

sterility were believed to be due to gonorrheal salp1ngit1a.

symptoms included a peculiar burn1� pain over the tubes,

dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, and metorrhagia --frequent attacks of
peritonitis furnished the moat positive signs of salpingitia.
EXamination revealed swelling, tenderness, and thickening of
one or both broad ligaments.
Leukorrhea and dysmenorrhea in young girls required early
treatment before it reached the tubes.

cleanliness and anti

septics were very impo rtant during labor in order to prevent
endometr1tis and a spread of the infection to the tubes--sub
involution was to be guarded ag�inst.

One authority recommended

tampons of glycerine and alum to be used during the third, fourth,

50

fifth and sixth weeks after labor, thereby preventing sub1nvolut1on, retrovereion, endometritis and salping1t1s.
The treatment of acute salpingitis consisted of rest and
anodynes, follovred later by tampons, first wet with pure
glycerine; afterward with a mixture of one part of boro
glycerine, one of alum, and fourteen of glycerine.

These

softened the uterus and rendered it movable, improved the
circulation, and gave relief.
to general health.

close attention was to be paid

If the uterine canal was contracted,

dilatation, so as to secure good drainage, was advocated.

It

that did not relieve the condi t1on, the uterus was cure·tted.
When the patient was bedridden and the diseased tubes were

· easily made out, sueh treatment was only a help and not a cure,
complete removal of both tubes and ovaries was resorted to tor

a cure.
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PART TWO

MEDICINE IN GENERAL
In 1896 (58) there were 1,100 physicians in Nebr_aaka.

Of these, there were 350 who were members of the State

Society (31.81 per cent), and 68 who were members ot the

America� lledioal Association. Although s�ntiment was
largely 1n favor of a thorough control of quackery in

medicine, more strict legislation could not be procured ·
owing to tne ·cumbersome and inadequate legal machinery.

The provisions of the Medical Practice c,9) Aet 1n Nebraska

was inadequa.:�_e, and the diploma test was very weak.

It was.

:round that, in the states which had adopted an examining
board,, 38 to 40 per cent with diplomas failed,·and these

migrated to states aueh as Nebraska.

Agitation was constantly.

made throughout the 1890 1 s in hopes that,an examination. board
would be created in the state of Nebraska.

The part of'the law in 1893 (59) relating to obstetrics

was certain a dead le tter.

Physicians fel_t that the question

ought to, be decided whether it was best to �nforoe a law

against midwives, or farm a new clause, defining a special

standard for them.

It seemed.that the la tter was done in

most at�tes--if done, it should sh°" high standards and

require

registration. Midwives, as a rule, were among the German, Dane
and Bohemian people.

l

It had been Shawn, through experience in other states,
that the ess�ntial. teature in the state 'a contr·ol and regula. tion ot the pract�ee of medicine was the state Board ot Heal_th,
eoapos_ed of state ot:ticera.

The object

or a statute establish

ing a state Board of Health was to prevent imposition upon .the
attl1cted by ignorant and unqualified pretenders to healing
power, and any person not within the exceptions pr·eacribed in
said, and not having complied with its requirements as to a
oertitieate, who shall under any pretense operate on, proteas

to heal or pr�scribe tor or otherwise treat any pl>Jfaical or

,.

mental ailment ot another, hereby. rendered hia'5elt liable to ·

FJ: .• : .

ita penalties.

''

·-

'After constant agitation, (60) and unsuccessful attempts
,

at overcoming opposition by the ecle ct1c and home opath1c com
mitt.eee, a bill was introduced and passed by both houses
apee1tying the following statute requirements:
J.1'1rat, a preliminary specified educational course
prior to matriculat1on.
Second, a tour year•' course of study of six
months' each--no two oouraea �n the same year.
Third, a tee ot ten dollars for the cer1;1t1cate
of the state Board or Health.

It seemed impossible to pass a law provi.ding for an ex

amining board to examine �l candid.ates tar their cert1tioatea

to practice 1n .the state or Bebraska.

:sy 1901 (61) there ·were about, 1,300 regular medical
2
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societies, most of which were organized and were acting

independently of each other--scarcely any two were organized

alike.

It was felt that complete reorganization of the state

society was necessary.

The reorganization.

w ould

include

systematic attempt at creating representative bodies,

a

es

tablished in each county, if possible, a county medical

society, which would

be a branch of the state society, and all

state societies organized on a specific plan as branche e or
the American Medical ASsociation.

brought about.

This reorganization was

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH
During 1896 (62) there was the beliet that preventive

medicine had made steady advancement.

Sanitarians had es.

tablished, beyond doubt, the fact that many·.. disease were pre
ventable, however, no sanitary improvement would be effective

without the interest of the public.
general feeling that a state Board

or

There was, as always, the
Health snould exist and

be empowered to take such action as would _guard the public from
illness and d,.eath arising from preventable disease by means ot'

ef'f'1c1ent sanitatio-n.

Bes1dea aanitatlon, their work would also

include invest1'ations int.o the causes or diseases; such. as

disposal of sew�ge • destruction .of refuse, and subs·oil drainage.

outbreaks of direase would then be investigated, vaee1nat1-ons and
,,_

\._,..
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quarantine enforced, and careful inquiry made into food
and drink supplies; including water, meat, milk, flour,
and other foods.

School lzyg1ene would receive careful at

tention, and the construction, ventilation and drainage of

the buildi:r.gs looked after.

The safety and protection of

our children from the dreaded disease smallpox would be se

cured.

The physician, it was felt, should protect himself

and should take every precaution to prevent an infectious or
contagious disease from spreading.

Nothing new had been

offered, but simply an effort made to arouse additional .in
terest in this large f ielA of usefulness.

BY 1897 (63) many of our municipal governments had es

tablished boards of health wnich were efficient and under the

direction of general medicine, thereby redue1ng to a very

great extent the epread and the mortality of general disease.

Through the influence of general hygiene, under the direct1on
of general medicine, general filthiness was disappearing.

Cities were becoming more numerous in which health commissions

were established and successfully ,operated.

BY 1899 (65) there was the feel1:r.g of a decided growth

in the interest shown· in sanitary work, and many lasting im

provements bad been made during the past rew ye.are.

This was

made evident by tm promptness with which outbreaks of con

tagious diseases were controlled, by the greater attention to

municipal cleanliness, and by the large number of towns
seeki� improvements in sewerage and water supplies.

This

creation of a popular sentiment in favor of better sanita

tion was hailed as a hopeful sign of greater improvements
of' the public health yet to eome.

Questions relating to im

provement of sewerage and water supplies, the dispcsal of

excreta and garbage, the location of school houses, the con

trol of epidemic diseases and the abatement of nuisances were

all naturally referred to the public health department for

aid and advice.

sanitation had become a so1enee and many or

its measures were appl1ed in a sc1ent1;t"le manner, and witn re

liable and definite results.

It was then recognized that

sanitat1on was a distinct branch of med1cine, and scnools

for the instruction of municipal health officers, with par

ticular reference to sanitation and eyg1ene.

, Dr• A• D• Nesbit lin 1902 (66) considered the following

diseases communicable, and dangerous to the public heal th, viz;

smallpox ( var1ola, var1olo1d), cholera ( Asiatic or epidemic),

scarlet fever (scarlatina, scarlet rash), measles. diphtheria,

(d1phtherit1c croup), typhoid fever, typhus fever, yellow fever.

eerebrospinal meningitis, relapsing fever, certain forms of
1leoeol1t�s, r�bies, glanders, and tuberculosis.

He cites

the tact that there are a number of other infectious diseases
that are not dangerous to public malth, such as parot1t1a,

erysipelas. whooping cough and malaria.
5

It was believed that the organisms of syphilis, and tubercu
losis were introduced into the body through the skin, those of
diphtheria, scarlet fever, and other specific fevers through
the air passages, and those of typhoid fever through the di
gestive tract.

Dr• Nesbit stated that it was not putting it

too strongly to say that no year passed but that one or more
of the infectious diseases occur'red in every precinct, town,
city, or county, and prompt measures, many times, were de

manded to prevent· the spread of the disease.

He believed that

too little attention was paid to the isolation of patients

suffering with infectious diseases, and tnat the State Board of

Health was not thorough enough 1n that they required physicians
to report only smallpox when diphtheria, scarlet fever and

measles carried a much higher mortality than smallpox.

Reports revealed that every year, many schools throughout

the state were closed from a few days to months on account or

an epidemic of diphtheria or scarlet fever, not to mention
smallpox, a wholly preventable disease.

In 1899 (67) Dr• Claude

Watson mentioned 300 cases of smallpox in Nebraska City with a
mortality of three.

nr. Picket of Odell (68) took the census

of the school children of Gage County 1n 1894 to ascertain tbs

number of children of school age who had been vaccinated.

The

percentage of school oti1ldren unprotected by vaccination in the
6

county was over 74 per cent; 1n the citles and villages it
was over 69 per cent, while 1n tne strictly rural districts
1t was over 91 per cent, and nearly all those who had been

vaccinated were in the higher grades.

Thie was rather alarm

ing to the physician when he assumed th.at tne same condition

existed throughout the state, for that probably accounted for
the rapid spread of smallpox.

w.

In the city Omaha (South), nr.

H. Slabaugh (69) reported about 750 cases during the season
At that time quarantine regulations

of 1902, with two deaths.

cons 1e ted pr inc 1pally of placarding the houses, but there was
no cooperation on the part of the people.

He believed that a

quarantine, to be effective in stamping out the disease, would,

no doUbt, require an unlimited amount of money and perfect

police control, a condltlon wh1ch did not exist 1n South.Ol!aha
\

or any adjoining city at that time. At that time there were

some people that would rather have smallpox again than be

vaoc-ineted because they bad had a light attack of the disease.

Then, too, there was a class of honest people who were pre
judiced against vaccination--they
had vaccination phobia
because
,
,

they were aware of the complications that had existed in the
past. He felt that the great duty of the medical profession,

was to demand a systematic inspection or the manuracture and
sale of vaccine virus, so as to insure more uniform and perfect
!·

,

t
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results.

Dr• Sedgwick (70) used the spot method of in•

noculation--he gently scraped away the external layer of

epidermis until red and glazed, then applied the virus and
allowed it to dry.

,

The pock did not be.come fully developed

until the eighth day, and grew for several days--the crust
was not well formed until about the twentieth day, and was
adherent from the twenty-seventh to the thirty-seventh day.
The physicians' firm belief in smallpox vaccination at this
time can best be shown by making the following quotation by

Dr. Reynolds: (71)

.,First - That true vaccination--repeated until
it no longer takes--always prevents smallpox.
Nothing else does.
Second - That true vaccination; that ls,
vaccination properly done on a clean arm
with pure lymph and kept perfectly clean
· and unbroken afterwards--never did and
never will make a serious sore.
Third • That such a vaccination le aves a
characteristic scar, unlike that from any
other cause, which 1s recognizable during
life, and is the only conclusive evidence
of a successful vaccination.
Fourth - That no untoward results ever
follow such vaccination; on the other hand,
thousands of lives are annually sacrificed
through its neglect--a neglect begotten of
want of knowledge. n

or. H. A• Hare, in 1898, (72) made this statement regard�

ing typhoid fever:

"That the body of the profession are not ·satis
fied with the methods generally employed is
proven by the·numerous so-called plans of
treatment and by the fact that these plans
of ten wander rar at1eld from the copreet ·
ideas of advanced pathologists.as to the

causes and morbid anatomy of this disease•"
Dr• J.M. o•connell (73) suggested that in every instance

in which a person, between fifteen and thirty-five years of
age, felt languid and indisposed in the late summer or the

fall season, he sho;,u.d be at once put to bed and there re

main at least a few days, or even a little lorger if this di

t·f

If the typhoid invasion had

sease was slow in developing.

taken place, he believed that he had antici�, ted it by rest,

moderate liquid albuminoid diet, and cool and refreshing baths,

with plenty of cold sterilized water to drink.

In this way,

he had conserved his patient •s. stre�th so the. t he would be
.·,

i

better able to fight the ravages of fhe disease.
A phy sioian during this time wa� die couraged by the high

mortality among his typhoid fever paiients.

Dr• George H. Simmons (74) feitithat when he said that

his mortality in the past in oases of diphtheria had been more
i
than fifty per cent, he was under- r+ther than over-estimating

hie results.

He made the following quotation with regar�s the

progress of treatment:

I

"I!n my f1rst year's practice, myt experience with
�1phther1a was such that the memory of it makes
'me shudder--whole families dying, and my efforts,
a19 well as those of my confrers, were as useless·
a the etforts of the woman with a broom trying to
s �eep back
the tide of the mighty ocean.
.
. toSince
t e advent ot antitoxin there has seemed
be a
p omise of better things. In 1890, Von Behring
discovered anti toxin in the blood of 'p; rsons

suffering from diphtheria. In 1891,
Behring and wernicke administered anti•
d1phtherit1c serum for the first time to
a sick child in Berlin. The reports of
those who used it were very favorable from
the beginning, and ae experience is added
to experiences there is a continuation or
good reports. TWo and a half years ago, I
commenced using antitoxin and during 1896,
l treated 21 different cases with it. The
experience was satisfactory."

The first diphtheria antitoxin (75) is said to have been

1nnoculated by nr. J. J. Saville ands. K. Spalding, Omaha

city hEalth commissiorars.
J,

Dr• Simmons, after his ex

p�rience, and comparing it with physicians who did not use
it, concluded:

"First, the. t antitoxin m111st be used early
in the disease.
Second, that it must be used with courage,
for small doses in the malignant type
are useless."

nr.

W•

a.

Christie (1902) (76), believed that 1t bad been

established beyond question that the Klebe-Loeffler bacillus

was the etiological factor in diphtheria; also that the use

of diphtheria ant1toxiri rendered human beings immune to diph

theria.

In order to secure immunity he would use the anti

toxin before the infection had taken place--the use of from
100 to 500 units would protect from eight to thirty days.

He

was in the habit of using from 1,000 to 3,000 units of anti
toxin, according to the age

or

the patient, in the treatment

of pure di�htheria. \ In his use of the antitoxin over a pericd
10
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of ten years up to the spring of 1902, he never had a case
of diphtheritic paralysis of any importance. He strongly
believed that the timely administration of a�titoxin not·

only aborted the disease, but also acted as a prophylactic
measure against the formidable sequelae affecting the nervous
system.

Previous to his use of antitoxin, in those severe

cases of croup in which there was present marked cyanosis,

stupidity, extreme restlessness, and cold sweats, all patients

would have died, but since he. has not seen a death either in
his own experience or those seen in consultation.

VENEREAL DISEASES

nr. James L. Greene (77) believed that if you prevent

syphilis, venereal excesses, and alcoholism you prevented

paresis, but in order to be effective it bad to be supplemented

with good laws, good teaching at home and at school.

Iodid of potash and mercury were the mainstays of the

treatment of syphilitics. (78)

The therapeutic agent in the

treatment of paresis had been the ·cold, wet pack.

Dr• J. Lue Sutherland (79) concluded the. t in venereal

d1eeaee the physician had a very formidable menace to the

human family.

Its ravages were increasing out of proportion

to the increase 1n. �at1oi,.

He believed that gonorrhea was

aoqu1red by sexual intercourse in perhaps 95 per cent or oases,
but that it was possible fer the infection to be conveyed
11

by means of towels, clothing, instruments, the bathtub,
or even the public toilet.

Treatment in the form of cure

was so unsatisfactory, that he admitted the best cur, lay
in the prevention of the scourge.

The duty of the_ physician in the line of preventive
measures is interestingly summarized by Dr• J. Lue
Sutherland (80):

"our importance to the people must ever be in

proportion to our ability to meet the demands
they make upon us. To us the great and im
portant questions of state medicine and sani
tary science are especially referred. The
success, deductions and the magnitude which
they are to assume as health-saving and life•
prolonging measures is dependent entirely
upon us. To us the people look for protection
from the ravages of plagues and pestilence.
It 1s to us they look for pure food and pure
water, healthy meat and wholesome milk. It
is to us that future generations look, not
only for sure and safe guidance into the
world and life, but if we listen we can hear
the cries of millions yet unborm appealing to
us for the single chance for their lives, .to
rescue their mot.hers from the mutilating hands
of the over-ambitious member� of the surgical
ee·ction. It is to us the entire world is
looking for its future population."

The doctor's duty was to teach the young girl the three

accomplishDlents which she must acquire before she had fully

attained the mission for which she was created--an honest wife,

a competent mistress at home, and an intelligent mother.

Other

problems included the laxity or our marriage laws, prevalence

ot criminal abortion, and quackery.
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. OBSTETRICS

Dr• M. A• Hoover (81) stated that ot .all work in

general practice he has never had anything that celled for
quicker action, clearer judgment and an immediate demand

of the intelligence than an obstetrical case.

He giv,es the

following rules which he had adopted in his obstetrical work
for the ten years prior to and up to 1900.

"l. To attend no eases in which l have not
been engaged at least one week prior to
expected period of eon�inement.
2. To visit my P1,t1ent once or twice prior
to c.onfinement and make a t�orough ex
amination relating to the condition ot
the digestive organs, action of the
kidneys, etc.
3. Never to administer an anesthetic and
deliver with forceps without the as
sistance or another practitioner.
4. To use no anesthetic except when instru
mental delivery is required.
5. To repair at once all injuries to the
perineum where required•
6. To visit all oases for three days
follORing c9nf"inement.

Dr• Kattie L • .Arthur (82) believed that the duty of the

physici�n in managing a case of pregnancy assumed a two-fold

nature: first, as the medicel adviser; second, as an instructor.
The doctor was usually consulteq. to give relief for nausea,

which was so common during the t1rst week o� pregnaney•-that.
I

f
I .

t:

, ....

!

was the opportunity tor him to give good ad"tioe to the patient

as well as to relieve the nause� by· diet.

They should be ill*

atructed as to clothing which should be lo·ose.
13
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should be given as to an easily digested diet, to avoid
constipation, as well as to the care of the nipples. They
should be told to send a bottle of urine if there was any

swelling of the extremities so as to avoid a case of
eclampsia. Stressing the point of having an examination 1n
the latter part of pregnancy might save them from a long and
tedious labor.

varicose veins, which are so painful, could

be relieved by rubber stockings.

Cleanl iness demanded at

tention--a daily bath should be 1ns1e ted on.

Warn the patient

against sexual intercourse a short time before labor as it

was thought to cause, in some leases, fatal septicemia.

them of the dangers of having abortions performed.

Tell

He believed

that the woman, when pregnant, should live out of doors as

much as possible, breathing in the pure air, benefiting by

the sunshine, doing enough labor for exercise but not enough to

fatigue her.

i

All her surroundings should be made hygienic and

pleasant, an4, above all, she should be contented and satisfied

with her condition.

As to the diagnosis of pregnancy, Dr• Beede ( 83) believed

\''

that it could be affirmed or denied within the first three

months, even though the profession at large believed that
pregnancy could not be diagnosed during the early months.

took amenorrhea as the first and the most valuable symptom,

He

and also stated that more than 75 per cent or all women have
sick stomachs within six weeks after conception.

He believed

14,
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that there were some changes in the breasts and nipples
as early as the third month in the pr1mpara--the breasts

were firmer and less inclined to be pendulous, the skin
appeared more tense, the nipples were of a darker hue and

sometimes moist from increased dermal secretion, while the
site of the lubricating glands was made mor e prominent by
slight elevations.

The presence or absence of colostrum

in the breasts during the earlier months was taken as a

worthless sign of pregnancy, but the softening and enlarging
of the uterus was a valuable sign.

sign.

He also stressed Haegar's

Dr• W• C• Robinson (84) believed that a country physician

in managing a case of confinement should provide himself with

such instruments and remedies as might be necessary to meet

any emergency that might arise, as all could not call for con
sultation.

The physician should spread two clean sheets over

a mattress, then a rubber pad.

After labor was over, the

soiled garments could be removed leaving an already prepare<i

hed with clean linen� thereby making it unneceaaa;ry to disturb

the patient.

The woman should then be sponged and cleansed

with warm water using a spo�e.

Dr• A• J. Clark (1900) (85) �dvocated that every physician

attending a case of confinement should, carry a full toilet set.

In a neat grip he should have surgeon's soap, f1nge_r brush, a

well-laundered gown, rubber gloves, etc.

15
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Wit.h plenty of hot

water and soap and a free use of the brush, followed by
an antiseptic solution, he felt that one could make his

hands quite clean in a reasom::ble length of time. Whil e
washing he could dlctate as to the preparation of the

patient, that 1s 1n pl£cea where there were no trained nurses
available. After having washed and put on a clean gown, the
physician's neat appearance would favorably impress the
patient and assistants.

The bed shr,uld be made as convenient

and as comfortable as c1rcums tances will admit.
boiled water should be in readiness.

Plenty o.f

He always asked for

two basins, and 1n one place warm water for cleansing his

hands when necessary, and 1n the other he keeps an antiseptic

solut1on (he praters b1chlor1de).

Before each exam1nat1on he

rinsed his hands in the antiseptic solution, and afterwards

washed them 1n warm water.

This physician was a firm believer

in frequent examinations 1n order to ascertain whether or not

everything was going well, and believed in the use of chloro

As soon as the placenta was delivered, the patient was
made comfortable--she was washed, everything soiled was re
form.

moved, a comfortable bed given, and a pad of absorbent cotton
or muslin applied to the parts and a T-bandage applied to keep
1t 1n place. He believed 1n having the patient turn to one side

as drainage would be better in that position, and it allowed
to lie on her back, telt that that pos�tion,oaused many retro16

-·

displacements •. He gave a mild laxative night and morning

directly follOlfing delivery, and proceeded to get his pa t1ent
into a natural way of living gradually.

Dr• J. Ji. Cameron 1902, {86) gave a good summary of

the management of normal labor.

It was reported as follows:

"At the first visit the patient and her sur
roundings are made as clean aa conditions will
allow. After the hands have been made clean
the first examination is made to determine the
presentation we are about to deal with. Durir:g
the first stage, very few examinations should
be made, probably not more than two or three
where. normal conditions exist, for the woman's
safety from puerperal sepsis depends largely on
the fewness of digital examinations made. In
many cases, ea:pec1ally in the country, we find
that several exam1na tions have been made by an
incompetent nurse before th3 arrival or tbt
�sician. This �ompl1cates the conditions the
physician has to deal with and should be stop:ped,
by telling the wontan, where we have had a chance
to make_a previous visit, not to a+low any one to
make an examination before the arrival of the
physician. In country practice, the majority ot
cases w� know nothif.8 of until called at the be
ginning of labor, and although our pa1i1ents shou.ld
be taught that it is best for the woman's safety to
have the physician called a month or two prevl.oua
to confinement, still the physician cannot well refuse when oalleg upon in emergency.

"The first stage should be made as easy as possible
for tne :patient, and in pr1m1para lasts about ten
to twelve hours, during which time the pains are
sharp and 1rr1tating. Three or four one-grain
opium powders may be left, one to be given every
one to two hours as required. The patient wlll
usually pass through this stage with very little
pain, better able to withstand the nervous strain
that usual.ly accompanies it, and saves her strengt�
until the expulsion stage has been reached. The
patient may be warned against bearing down in this
stage, as using her strength without ga1n1rg any
material a�vant.age. In multlparae the first stage
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1s usually well advanced or complete at the
first vis it.

"vertex presentations alone are considered
normal. Tbs left oco1pital anterior occurs
1n about 70 per cent of cases. The right,
occipital posterior. occurs in about '27 per
cent of cases. The left occipital posterior
occurs in about 1 per cent of' cases. The
right occipital anterior occurs in about 2
per cent of oases.

"In either one of these four positions, tha
oociput usually rotates to the front and ap
pears under
the pubes, except in oases where
the c h1ld 1 s head is small and the pelvis roomy.

"When the first stage i s completed, the amniotic
sac has performed its tunct1on 1n labor and
· usually ruptures. .In cases where this does not
occur the membranes should be punctured before
1t has descended half' the length of the vagina,
as after ·this it retards rather than assists
labor.
"Throughout the second stage, tm physician
should be constantly in attendance, the patient
may be told to empty the bladder and rectum ae
often as possible, and 1n the case of re\e:nt1on
the catheter should be used and a reo.tal enema
given to . clear out the lower b owel. Attending
to the bladder before and atter .confinement ia
very essential.

"In cases where labor 1a slow at this time, t.b8
woman being tired, which 1s usually associated
with weak uterine pains, it is not adT1 sable
to give anythiq; to excite uterine contract1ons,
ne 1ther should the forceps be used before first
giving the patient a cup ot tea, eotf'ee, or
broth and tollowillg this with bromide or po
tass11111 20 grains, chloral l\Vdrate 10 grains,
where the heart will permit, or a bypodermic
of morphia and allow to sleep for an hour. on
awake11ing, she wUl usually be round 1n a much
better condition, the pains are remred with in•
creased vigor and frequency, and labor terminated
in a large majority or cases in a natllt"al way.

"The chlet duty of' the pbJsician in the second
stage or labor is to prevent per1neal rupture.
The satety of the perineum depends largely on
its elasticity. This may be increased by ap,
plyirg hot fomentations of a blchloride solution,
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1 to 1000 strength, every ainute for
fifteen minutes before expulsion ot the
head. The perineum is richly supplied
with blood vessels, the hot applieationa
prevent venous stasis from pressure,
changes the color, and makes tbs perineum
much more distensible.
11The head 1s made to pass the vulva by
its smallest diameter. This is accomplished
by causing increased flexion with the fore•
ti�ers pressing upward and backward on the
anterior part of the head, while the thumb
1s used 1n directing the oeciput forward
under the pubic arch. The head is forced
downward during each uterine contraction
and again recedes during the interval follow•
1ng. This procedure should be carried on as
long as possible, as 1t aeaista in softening
the perineum. The head should not be allowed
to pass the vulva when it would f if not inter
ft1red with). It should be held back for two
or three pains, when 1t w111 be found that
. flex1on 1s increased and .the occ1put advanced
further under tbs pubic arch, while the head
can be released at the will of the operator
between pains. Undoubtedly perinea! ruptures
are lessened by holding back the head instead
or supporting the perineum. The head should
be closelywatehed.during the last two or three
pains, as per1neal rupture is more likely to
occur at this time.. An anesthetic has probably
its most value in labor when the head commences
to distend the perineum and vulva. I have made
a practice of giving it in every case at this
time ·where the heart will perm11;. The chloro
form or A•C•E• mixture may be given treel7 and
the· _patl•nt put quite asleep, a .condition
which she reaches easily, if told to breathe
quickly with her mouth open. This keeps her
from holding her breath and bearing down and
lessens the dai:ger ot a too-rapid.expulsion ot
the head.
i.

"The anterior arm and shoulder is next delivered
and should be raised well up agaimst the pubic
arch to lessen the danger of rupture by the post
erior shoulder. :rrom the t1me the shoulders are
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delivered there should be constant friction
made on the fundus unt11 the placenta is ex
pelled to guard against the relaxation and
hexvorrhage •
"severe pressure should not be made on the
uterus to expel the placenta without first
tying the cord, as cardiac rupture might ·take
plaee t by forcing too much blood into the
ehild e circulationG

"There 1a usually a resting period of ".from
five to ten minutes after the birth of the
child before the uterus again begins to
contract, dtn"ing which time a tonic contraction
should be maintained. When the uterine con
traction returns, the placenta may be expelled
about the third or fourth pain by the crede
method, 'together with alight traction on the
card. When a tonic contraction has been main
tained in the uterus after the birth of the
child, and where traction has been made on the
cord to remove the placenta duri� uterine re
laxation, the condition known as hour-glass"
contraction will rarely occur. Under no oon•
s1derat1on should there be pressure made on
the rundus or traction made on the cord during
the- absence or uterine contrac·tion, as inversion
might occur.

"Ergot may be given after expulsion of the placenta, and, if post-partum hemorrhage is
threatened, an 1nject1on of ergot1ne deep into
the gluteal muscles. If hemorrhage occurs before
the placenta bas been expelled, the uterus should
be rapidly emptied. Probably the first indication
we have of an approaching post-partum hemorrhage
is a rapid rise in the he art beat, the pulse
running from 100 to 120, and should be a warning
to the physician to act quickly.
/

I

"It is well for the physician to remain at the house
far at least an hour after the completion of labor,
and before leavirg should give the woman a hot anti
septic douche; Lt 1s more clean and serves in re
moving soreness.

20
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"The obstetrical :f oroeps are for use in
cases where 1n the judgment of the physician
nature 1e about to fail in completing labor,
or in oases where complications exist which
necessitate quick delivery in thE interest
of either mother or child. Unluckily, 1t .has
• not always been conf 1ned to cases of this
nature. The forceps have saved the lives or
many children that otherwise would have
perished from compression in a narrow pelvis,
_ but it has also been used many times un
necessarily to the detriment of many others
that would have been born 1n a n.etural way
if only given the proper time to do so. It
has also been·or unmeasurable assistance to
many mot he rs, but bas made equally as many in
valids for life by its too early and forceful
used. The object of the physician when called
upon to use the forceps should be to obtain
the maximum of good with the minimum of harm.
A great deal depends upon the skill with which
it 1s used.

"I have made it a practice, where no complica
tions exist, to abstain from the use of forceps
until after the woman has been in labor from
seventeen to twenty hours wbsre the labor 1s a
fh'st one, and from ten to twelve hours for
the secooo. or subsequent labors.

"Force .sh ould not be used in applying the forceps;
it is not necessary if the blades are allowed to
follow the pelvic curve.

nThe membranes should; be freely ruptured before
applying the instruments, so as to prevent pre
mature detachment of the placenta.

"When it becomes necessary to use the forceps, the
woman is anesthetized and may be placed on her
left side, or, better still, in the dorsal po
sition, and tne hips brought to the edge of the
bed, with the limbs held by two assistants.
Traction should be made at first with very little
force, and made to simulate the natural pains as
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much as pos e1ble, as well as 1n eonj\Ulct1on
with the latter, where it is possible, and
should last about one minute, with a rest
of one to one-and-a-halt minutes before again
apply 1ng traction.
"The injuries usually caused by the too early·
and forceful use or the forceps are generally
limited to the cervix, vagina, perineum, and
the head of the cnild."

I
I

B
PLACENTA PRAVIA

•

I

The statement was made by Dr• A, a� Anderson (87), 1n

1893,· that placenta praev1a was a formidable and dangerous
eompl1cat1on of pregnancy and labor, and, al though ot not

fre,uent occurrence, it was so often fatal to both mother and
child, that it became every obstetrician to be pre pared �o

meet this grave emergency.
be

r

Its 1nc1denee was reported to

in 100 to 1000, with a mortality of 33 1/3 per cent to

the mother and 50 per cent to the e.n114.
..

aemorrhage of a serious charac·ter. was usually the first

symptom. and should lead to an 1tlmed1ate examination.

The

spongy feel of the.placenta can readily· be made out t.t:xrough
the cervix.

The tampon, if applied early and in the right

manner, was believed to be the most effective means of con
trolling hemorrhage and at tne same time, 1t would dilate the

·

os; but, 1n order to be et'feet1ve, 1t had to be applied properly�
The vagina was packed thoroughly with gauze, thereby restra1n1ng

he•orrhage and cae eking dilatation of the

os. It the h.ead waa

pre•entiq; and eould be •ade to e�age easily, the ,physician
should eq;age 1t and apply the forceps; but, 1f t.tle patient
i 22
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was tlowing rapidly, one should waste no t1me but pass
the he ad 1:nto tne uterus and bring down t.tle teet. Dr•
!

,,

'

,Anderson dld not believ� in jeopard1z 1ng one life to save
another--1n order to save the cn1ld, an early delivery

.certainly .d1d prom1ee much better results than any ex
pectant plan, and this had favor 1n the tact thEt it did not compromise tne well-being or the mother.
�· .Anderson, in 1900, ( 88) e1 tes a case 1n wh1eh the
· placenta was pushed aside, toreeps applied to the head and
the wom�n speedily del1vered.

The pulse was very rap14 (120

· per aintlte) and the prostration intense, but she rali1e4 and
. reeover�d without any untoward results.

He did not speak

ot the inJect1on of normal salt solution, for the reason that
this case bad occurred bet ore this practice was_ 1n vogue, but
he e,rtainly did advocate its use.

.

-

CONTRACTED PELVIS

Dr• Demaree (89) stressed th• fact, in 1900, that one

could not lay the blame to the pelvis 1n obstetrical tat 1t1ea,
,
at that time 1n the day of the. pelvimeter. She made the· state

ment that 111any physicians did not use the pelv1meter, and

those that did, were inclined to use it only in the pr1m1grav1da and those with history of difficult labor·s.

Her

aiat1at1ca reveal�d an incidence varying f'rom 10 to 22. per cent,
whereas Dr, F· A. Butler (90) gave an incidence of' 5 to] 25. per
cent.

·". f
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· At that time· an oblique conjugate of 11 cm. was

taken as the standard for tlat type, and 11.5 for the

generally contracted type of pelvis.

Average pelvic

measurements were taken to be as follows: anterior su
perior apit1es--24 to 26.5 cm.; orests--28.5 cm.; tro

chanters--32 em.; right oblique diameter-.:.22.5 cm.; left

· oblique--21 to 22.5 cm.; external oo:nJugate--20.5 cm.; in
ternal conjugate--11.5

cm.

cm.; and a circumference of 85 to 90

Dr• :sutler gave his idea of a contracted pelvis as one

_being so shortened 1n one or more ot its diameters as to
lead

to

an abneraality in the mechanism ot labor without

neceaaar1ly rf,:tard1QS the b1rth or the c.blld.

�· :oemaree beli-eved that by the induction ot labor

at a suitable time, most caeea could be terminated with

aatety to bo_t. h mother and child, and that there would remain

for sympeyeeoto11y and Caesarean section only those caaea in
°

whl eh the degree of contraction was too great to admit the
JBSsage of the viable child, · even with the aid of forceps.
_
The time of induction or premature labor, according to Dr•

:Philbrick {91) was variously set, depending upon the degree
of pelvic contraction under which the operation was ac1Dl1tted,
it being advised as early as the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth
weeks. She believed that it should never be used prior to the·

thirtieth week of gestation, and thet between the thirty
first and thirty-:fif'th weeks was the safe limit.

She con

demns evacuation of the liquor amni as a method, and stated
that oxytocic drugs as.instigators of lcbor were obsolete.
She mentions repeated vaginal irrigation with water at 106
degrees F• as a mo�t excellent initiatory, but believed that
the separation of the membranes by the use of the bougie,
and the manual dila tat1on of the os uteri was the best method
of all for tl:l.e induction of labor.
There appeared to have been cona iderable disagreement
as to the indications s.nd contraindications of the operations;
sy11peyseolomy, caesarean operation, and destructive operations
per.formed on the child. (92) (93).

:or. Jonas (93) made the statement that with the advent

of antiseptic surgery, symphyseotomy and caesarean section had
found a permanent place. among obstetric operations.

There

had been considerable advancement, from a mortality of 50 per
cent and more in the pre-antiseptic period, to a recovery of'
98 per cent of mothers.

It was admitted th t a continuous war

was bei� waged between the school of symphy seotomists and
the Caesareanists. but he bel:1e ved that neither one could be
employed to the exclusion of the other.
that:

In summary he stated

"l. S.Vmph;r.seotomy may be done when the conjugate ,
vera 1s not below 2 and 3/4 inches. providing
the pelvis is free from neoplasms, atresia
vaginae and providing also that the head ot
the child 1s not abnormally large.
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2. Where the
2 and 3/4
neoplE,sms
caesarean

conjugate diameter is belClf
inches, or where the re are
al atresia, the
and vagin
.
section should be done• "

Dr• J. M. Hardy (18g"{) ( 94) cited a case in which he
was obliged to do a craniotomy, due to the fact that a
small hard nodule projected frOII the inner s�des of the
pelvic bones.

Dr• Demaree (89) asserted that there was no

place in the,days of aseptic surgery for destructive opera
tions on the child, except when the fetus was already dead
or the condition of the mother was such as to be a contra
indication to ot:eration.

Dr• A• R• Mitchell (95) felt that

the destructive operations upon the unborn had been more

numerous in the past, but tbD t, with the advent of anti-

septic surgery and caesarean section as well as aympbyseotomy,

I

i

!

the e was a fecrease and would be a further decrease n the
�
Jr
fut re.

Ordinartly the pressure of a corttrac.ted pelvis was a
contraindication to the use of obstetric forcep� at full term,
but Dr• Rosewater (96) cites cases 1� which delivery through a

contracted �lvis had occurred spontaneously, and some 1n
which delivery had been made at term with the aid or forceps.
Forceps delivery in these cases very often resulted in greater
injury to l>oth the motbe·r and child than would have resulted
1t other obstetric measures had been used. Some times one
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ooulQ. do a vars.ion 1f

m

corimand, but. if these

me�sures

failed,

one

ayap:tvseotomy unless there was

extreme

deformity ot the

did not have forceps

at his .

could do

It

pelvis when a caesarean section sha.ild be used.
teresting to note that

m

a
is in

mentioned a so-called better aethod

which entailed management from the beginning of pregnancy,

consisted of dietetic management in the last montha of

and

wegnancy

so as to soften the bones of the cranium and. thereby

favor gre·ater mouldi�.

LACERATIONS 'OF THE .1:'ERIBEtDl
In summarizing h1s cases, Dr• Bullard, 1n 1898, found

that 27 .Jt. per cent or the cases he attended in the f1rst

labore, showed lacerations of sutf1c1ent extent to require
suture "tor the best interest
that many more lacerat1ons
tha�

was

the

Ke

frankly stated

occurred 1n a first cont1ne11ent

found that the average was about 30 per cent. (97)

was concluded and accepted in 1894 (100) that tm most

common accident of labor, and

was

patient.

ord1nar1ly admitted, and in contacting other

authorities
It

of the

laceration of

the

the

..

..

most serious in 1ta aggregate,

perineum.

It

seldomly occurred alone,

the cervix 1n nearly all cases being at the same· time injured.
It was eommon to everyone's experience, that the more
perineal lacerations

serious

occurred dur1� precipitate labors.

!he 111me41ate dangers

or

a lacerated per111eu were,

•.

:::.¥i.�··,,_: ··... . .;: .

: • . '")S.

I

l'

besides the hemorrhage following it, the laying. open of a
raw surface rich with lymphatics, where infection might

very

readily occur, �nd, in the more severe forms of lacerat1or.wa,
the suspension ·of the use of the spineters with its atte�dant
The lacerations may and do result in the formation of

evils.

.

.

a reetocele, the sagging or drooping down of the posterior
bladder wall, and the prolapse of .t he uterus. (100)
Dr• cil.�1s Rosewater (98) graded the la.cerat1obs into ·toll'
groups:

"1.
'

t'
!

'

Slightest where only the tourchette and
supert1cial layer of the posterior vulvs.r
commie sure is torn.
2. Where· t he tear extends through the skin and
perinea! tissues dawn to, but not through
the sphincters.
3. When the laceration extends through the en
tire perineum., involving skin, mucous mem
branes and sphincters.
4. When tne sphincters are torn by the skin and.
mucous membrane remains intact - what .1s known
as a concealed perinea! rupture."

He stated that

tm

f' 1rst group was of little eignif icance,

gynecolog1eally, but occurred .in nea_rly all ·primiparous births.
He also mentioned that they d1d not absolutely need suturing
but that it should be done to preven t infection.·

In

tne last

three classes of le.cerations, careful suturing was requ1red,
making sure that the torn ends of the mueeular structures were
included and brought tcgether well, so that when, the wound m:d
healed the muscular apparatus was in good condition and tbe
per1neal body had regained the firmness and, �trength •o necessary
tor the performance ot its function.
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�e warned,

t hem

to keep· ·

··.:·-:;}

''

f�

i;

away from the rectum •
.All were agreed that an ounce of prevention was worth
a pound of cure. Dr• Rosewater (98) was emphatic 1n h1s be'lief that tne best means of prevention of ·the perineum w.ould

,

include al.l measures tending to make labor as nearly 1deal.
as possible.

Aids in pre.vent ion included warm Siiz ·baths

taken dur1ng the last month of pregnancy, preservations
the bag

or

ot

waters _intact so 1 ong as possible, and the use of

chloroform during labor because of its relaxing effect.

Dr•

Somers (99) as�erted that tne degree of laceration de;pended
upon the severity of muscular contX'act1on, the size. of the

child's head and shoulders, and the. rigidity of the sort parts.
An obstetrician could, therefore, protect the parts from 1n
Jury in most eases by lessening the severity of the labor pains,

by relaxing the· peri.neum, by al.owing the process or extension
in order that the ·parts _1.111ght l¥!ve time to become distended,

and t1nally, t(? delivery the head between, and not during labor

pains--hia methods of aecomplishm�nt were in preventing all

voluntary effort on the part of the patient by causing her to
exhale her breath by short, .p.ant1ng efforts, talking or

screaming, next by usi� chloroform or ether.to the point of

complete surgical anesthesia if required, though a m1nor degree

ot anesthesia was usually found su.ffioient.

There was advocated 1 1900 another method of protection

· of the perineum, and tba t

ons 1s ted in the making of two

lateral 1nc1s1ons when
the perineum was so distended.' and yet ao
'

\:

resistant thErt laceration seemed inevitable.

This wa·s

bailed as frequently prevent1q; a tear through the center,
and, too, the lateral 1no1sione were .much easier to keep
clean and to repair than a central tear.

At this time,

this method created a good deal of controversy. (98).

THE PUERP�AL STATE AND PUERPERAL INFECTION
The puerperal state comprised the. period beginning

with

the completiorJ or the third stage of labor and te�1nating
with the recovery of the patient.

The period of. the eoria·

valeseenee :rrom the traumata of' labor took place. coincidentally
with the retrogression of developmental processes.
Dr. :sutler (101) advocated the doctor rema 1n1ng at the
bedside of the patient until the impend.ir;s eris 1s bad passed,
so as to watoh for an elevaticm 1n temperature, or 1nd1cat1on
of hemorrhage.

The trouble some and annoying eympti,ma or

after pains were pre vented, if .care was taken to secure t 1rm
eon:bract1on of the uterus and to expel any el ots formed
duri� the· hour sueceed1rg labor by f'1rmly compressing t.be
organ after the method of Crede.

S�ould such pains continud,

accompanied by a rise in temperature some inflammatory com
plications were ant1oipa ted.

He controlled· these by morphine

sulphate 1/8 to l/4 grains, KBR 10 to 20 grains. camph. water

one ounce, repeated after a few hours, it deemed necessary.
In the eaee of retention
ployed.

or urine, the catheter was em

The old prevailing idea that the doctor's duty to his
30

' patient ended with the third etage or labor was as er
roneous as it was false} the experience of the peysiciam
1n the past was proof of the truth of this assertion.

The

sooner the medical profession, in general, could adopt the
only safeguard to their pe t1ents and themselves, that of
visiting the �tient every day or every othEr day during
the so-called period of puerperal convalescence, better re
sults would be reached all around--better to the patient as

.

.well as to the medical attendant.
The following atateme.nt was made in 1896 · (102) 1n regard
\

.

to puerperal sepsis:
"So long as the aceoucheur 1s · called f'or the
first time in the middle of the n1glit, and
he has to hastell to arrive perhaps during the
la.st stage ot labor, and 1s greeted at tbe ·
door by some inexperienced lady of' the neigh
borhood who has taken charge of the ease; or
so long as we permit uneducated persons to
hang out the sign 'midwife' at the front door
_ of the 1r humble cottage, so long tqe appall1rg
rqortality will continue to .darken the pages
· or·
our medical literature.• .
From this we learn tba t the age old fight was still
going on, againa t the practice ot midwifery�

Dr• J. Lue

·. sutberland reveals his stand1rg on this subject:
"Ky position in regard to thE,t oQln1present. u�
learned, unskilled, unwashed, insect, the mid
wife, _is a matter of record in the aociety--is
uncha�ed, nor do I wish to change it, but I
want to say th.at not all of' the bad m idw1f' ery tba t
is being done in this country at the present time
1s the. work of the midwives; nor is it limited to
1gnoran.t and inexperienced pbJs1c1ana, but 1a of'tell
found in the practice of' men who are amply qualified
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1n the point of knowledge and experience
and from whom the profession, as well as
their patrons, heve a right to expect better."

It required no argument during this time to prove

the direful and wide-extended results of bad midwifery.
In 99 per cent of all patholoei�al cases, the term "bad

midwifery" meant infection at the time of delivery or at
some time within the puerperium.

The explanation for such

faulty midwifery was classed under four principal heads;
first, ignorance on the part of the laity as to the

necessity of placing the woman under the advice of a com
petent physician early enough; second, ignorance and in

competency on the r,rt of the physician as to methods and
technique; third, willful disregard on the part of the

physician of the principles of surgical cleanliness, with con
sequent failure.to do hie whole duty; fourth, willful dis

regard of the doctor's advice and instruction on the part
ot the patient and her attendants.

Dr• A• B• Anderson (104) was against those women who

were ready upon call to a!'f1c1ate. in the lying-in chamber.

The law against midwives did not reach them, for they did not
profess to be midwives or to practice midwifery, but went as
a ne 1ghbor, and it a doctor were not sent -for they af:t1o1ated.

They mad�. an examination with umraehed bands to see that every
thing was right• . To do away with this• all tba t was required

was education.

i

··The contents ot an ordinary s1:x:teen-1neh .obstetric bag 1n

1897 were as follows: 4 oz. bottle of Squibb's chloroform,
a 2-oz. bottle of carbolic acid, 95 parts and glycerine, 5
parts; one 2-oz. bottle of alcohol, an oz. bottle of equal,
parts of carbolic acid crystals and tr. of iodine, a cake of
good soap, a nail brush, one pair of uterine dressing forceps,
one intrauterine applicator, one tin tute two inches by six

inches, and one a little smeller, the first full of absorbent

cotton, the othf r iodoform gauze, to these could be added,
when starting to attend a case, a pair of obstetrical forceps,
a fountain syringe, and other minor possible necessities. (103)
As early as 1901, nr. A• B• Somers (99) anticipated the

arrival of the time when the obstetrician would be required to
use as strict aseps is as the surgeon.

He cited m ethoda by which

the dread of puerperal sepsis could be eliminated.

He believed

that the ordinary, old-fashioned, small-sized obstetric bag
had to be discarded for one of much large size--the ordinary
sized emergency surgical bag, or one of the modern obstetric

bags were advocated.

It carried trays for disinfecting purposes,

together with abundant room for carrying an operating gown, in
struments for all obstetric operations, with a sufficient
quantity of aseptic material, gauze, cotton, ligatures, etc.,
together with antiseptic solutions, or tablets, to meet all

ordinary obstetric emergencies; and one or mo re porcelain or

granite ware basins to be_ used in cases of necessity.

For dis

infecting his own person and the field of operation on the
patient, the most effective agents were hot water, soap, and,a
scrub brush, to be followed by such antiseptic agen:ts as may
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suit the inclination of each individual.

He 'used four·

vessels or di shes for water and antisepti c fluids; one used

tor hot water, soap and scrub brush; a second for a bichloride

solution; a third· for lysol solution;
solution of boracic acid.

and a

fourth for a

It is interesting to not e that. one physician ci ted the

following indioe. tions for surgical .interference in cases of

septic fever following chi ldbirth: first, when the uterus was

the prim ary focus of the disease and one failed to relieve the

symptoms by

the faithful use of local and general treatment

a� were recommended for such conditi ons, b1stereetOJay was in.

f

. .

d cated, an d preferable before abscesses or perforations had
1
d•veloped; sec ��d, all cases o f general per1 toni tis which re-·
I

s�sted all other treatment 11ere treated by opening the abdomel'.l
af thoro�hly irrigating and draini� as a last and final

•rfrort

to give them relief; third, all oases where pus was

:ro�d were at once subjected to operation, no m atter what might

hare
i

be�n its location or its cause. (102)

The trend in the .treatment of puerperal sepsis was still

inf the line o f prevention, and going on the law that cleanliness
was the law of prevention , physicians encouraged thorough

cleanliness not only of themselves, 'but also of the patient

and her clothing, of the bed and bed clothing, all utensils us·ed,

as well as the lying-in cham ber. (lOl)

an effort had been made

by

As early as 1899 (105)

some of the best surgeons to lessen
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the dangers

or

infection by po1ntirg out the great

dif'f icul ty of rendering . the hands of the operator and
aeeistante absolutely free from all infeot1on-casu1ng germs,
and for this reason urged the· more general use of sterile
rubber gloves by phys1o1ans, surgeons, and obstetricians.

Dr• J � E• summers urged the habitual use of sterilized rubber.

gloves or gauntlets, after oieansing the hands by some good

method, in every case where one •a· intelligence pointed out

the advantage to tbs patient, and stressed the f' aot tba t it
should be the rule in obstetric practice.

PUERPERAL ECL.AMPSIA
Puerperal eclampsia, in 1896, (107) was generally under

stood to include all oonvul.sions occurring during pregnancy,

labor, or the ly1�-1n states except as were due to bJeteria,

epilepsy or cerebral lesions.

As to the etiology, about all that was known absolutely,

was that there had to be a gravid uterus eitber present or in
the very recent past,· in order to have a true puerperal

eclamps1a.

Dr• Sutherland cited the fact that there was a ire,

verted renal function (albuminuria and edema) which was mare
frequent in the pr1m1gravida� (108) Because of tbs fact thct t
album1nur1a had been round in a great shar.e or the cas�s it
led to the theory that eelampsia 1n the pregnant woman was due
entirely to some kidney trouble, and was aiaply a sy11f)'to11 ot
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renal insutticiency and uremic poisoning--& number

or leaders

in the protess1on upheld thia-_-theory. · (107)
Stat1at1es revealed that it convulsions ensued before di
latation of the oe, death of the child was the almost in. ev1table result, no matter what the method ot procedure was
used by the attendant.

It was, also, by no means an established

tact that the emptyi.rg of the uterus, even at term, was attended by cessation or t�e spasm in a sufficient percentage

ot cases to Justify measures which would. llazard the life of the
eh+ld for its accomplishment. (108)

So opinions were still d1•

Tided as to whether · 1 t was advisable to 1mme dia tely interrupt ·
the p�egnancy

bf 1Dduc1ng lab�, or whether the pregnan�y should

be ignored and convulsions 9u1eted.
It convulsions. occurred during labor, by al.l.meana labor
was hurried alorg •
The treatment or ·the convulsions -seemed to be .the disputed
point.
down.

In

the main, there were four lines of treatment laid

None, however, had appreciably lowered the mortality from

puerperal eclampaia. (107)
"one line or treatment - bleed patient freely (draw'
· 14 oz. upwa rd) - it that does not make any 111preas1on
wait two or t.hree hours and draw again an equal
quantity , · and 1t this is ·ot xto avail another pint
·may be drawn.it you have to deal with a plethoric
patient. Yi.th· this, cathartics and diaphoret1ea
are adm1nistered--eastor oil, one to three ounces•
or, still better, calomel, 2 grains every 15 mi"tlutea
until it PtU"ges.
After venesection

or

independent of 1t, .chloroform

-

'

'

.

and morphia seem to be the most widely used _
agents in allaying convulsions and preventing
their return. Use enough cblorotorm to allay
existing yonvule1ons and then a hypodermic ot
1/6 to 1/2 gr. ot morphia should be g1v en.
Then you can give 30 grains each of' chloral
hydrate and bromide of' potass1'U11 bY enema.
" ,An other rel1e s mainly on the use ot opium,
'.chloral, veratrUJI v1r1de, or d1g1tal1s as the
_ special case may indicate.
"P1locarp1n al,so has. its advocates•"
Dr• Sutherland (108) made the.assertion that

1t the

laity could be so educated that all pr1111grav1da, at least,
would at· the beg1nr1ng or pregnancy be placed under competent
_
medical advice, t�re would be a great saving of' lite, ancl

much suf'ferirg avoided•

He believed the t it was· unfortunate

, that such a desirable idea was about two centuries away in ·
a very uncertain future.
Diuretics, d1aphoret1es, and cathartics, _ to eliminate the
urea held back by the renal insufficiency; tonics, to improve
�he appetite and the condition of the blood; fresh air,
Judiciously o·ombined with rest and avoidance of all so:uroea

ot nervous exoiteme nt, were the measures which came under the
bead of .. the prophylaxis of eolamps1a.

Repeated ebecltups were

advocated and important, and included routine examlnat1on or

the urine. (107)

· OHLOROFOJUl IN LABCB.
L
:,

I - -

I

Some ot the authorities said that the .habitual uae ot

anesthetics simply as a r.elief

'huaane act.

of pains or labor was a

A second class resorted to its use whenever the

patient called tor such rel1et.

Others used it only when the

pains were very severe and exhausting, thereby· retusing it in
normal labors.

A fourth class were so strongly impressed with

the dangers consequent to its tise--tearing exhaustion, inertia,
and post-partum hemorrhage--to such an extent that., even in

cases demanding instrumeQtal 1nterterence, they preterred to

limit its use to the m1n1mua, or even then to disperse with 1t
al together.

Dr• Georgina Groth.an (112), ac�ording to her experience 1n
.

.

the hospital, .stated that the majority of labors terminated.

more 9:_at1stactor1ly w1 thout t.qe use of chloroform.
the following conditions ·as demanding chloroform:

She c1 t·es

"l. It may be used even 1n the first stage ot
labor in ·some patients with a predominating .
neuro-hysterical element that cannot other
wise be controlled.

2. Patients in the second stage, with short, sharp,
irregular pains that seem to accomplish but
little except slight exhaustion to the patient.

3. J.,ate in the second stage, with rigid unyield1�
soft parts.

4. To lessen the severity of the pains, �he ex
cessive contractible power of the uterus the
chl,ld_'s head exercises a vulnerable torce on
the perineum •1thout·sufficient time being
allowed this body for physiological relaxation.
5.

In patients with nervous phenomena, -bordering
on or resulting Um actual eclamps1a.

6. In threatened rupture of the uterus known by the
existence· of a we.11-marked contraction ring.
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7. In all eases ot version.

a.

In instrumental .delivery and all operative
procedures.

9. In rare oases of uter1ne inertia, with·
restlessness, the use of chloroform
will for a t1me suspend labor and g1v e the
patient needed rest which may result in et. fio1ent contractions.

10. In the third stage, with adherent plaoftnta,
and in some cases ot retained placenta in
which the lower uterine segment is unduly
contracted.
11. In repair or the perinewa."

Dr• Sherman in 1894 said., "The tact remains tmt the

· practice or the gynecologist today depends to a very great

extent upon lesions clearly preventable at the 't1JI• ot labor."
(100) •

',.

Protection against the gynecologist was stressed as the
duty of the obstetr1c1an by Dr• A. B• somers. (99) Bia bel1et

was that a large p&rcentage ot the ills peculiar to wo••n were·
. traceable to childbirth; and wh11 the actual. mortality at the
tiae ot· and· immediately toll owing· delivery. was not ao Tery
great, the conditions ot more or le sa chronic 1nvali41aa ot

greater or leaser degree was appalling. He called attention to
. theD!aportanoe or poSt•partWI 8X--1nat1onS and the repalr Of &JU'
. existing abnormal cond1t1ona--the most tavorable time tor these
·exam1nat1ona and treatment being about the sixth weeks �tte1:
oon:tin•••nt, at which time the process or involut1on would baye
been complete and the woman 1n a condition to pertora all her
39·

physiological functionea

Shculd there be any unhealed

lacerations of the cervix or to the soft parts, then was the
time to repair them.

Any inflammation or other abnormal con

ditions might be treated and a condition of perfect health
brought about as quickly as possible and the dangers and

sUffer1ngs of a greater or Je seer degree of invalidism averted.
It seemed thE!t during this period a good bit of gyneco

logical surgery was being
done, so· much so that the question
•
was asked, "Have the surgeons usurped the gynecological field?"•
Dr• W•

o.

Henry (113) summarized his feelings regarding the

amount or surgery done, as follows:

"we see and hear so much of removal of tubes,
ovaries, and uteri, of hysterectomy and rzysteropexy,
while we hear so little of general and local treat
ment, tampons and pessaries, that one 1e led to in
quire whether or not any women who have female di
seases are being treated and cured as in former
times; whether all who have some form of female
trouble must undergo some kind of operation. Is
there any just ground for the remark of a general
practitioner that he was afraid to send his 1�
patients for consultation to any of the surgeons,
lest the ovaries would be removed or other serious
operations done?

"I believe in surgery, in modern surgery always,
but I believe in conservative surgery always,
especially so 1n dealing with the female organs.

"Do not remove an ovary when it can otherwise be
cured. Do not remove two ovaries when the re•
moval of one will cure your patient. Do not re
move the uterus unless it is so badly diseased aa
to be a menace to the life or health or the patient
and not curable by other means.

".A chronic ovar1t1a and aalp1ngit1s may often be·

cured by blis tere,, 1od1ne, hot douches, regulation
of the bowels with l).yg1enic and general tonie treat
ment, so that the removal of these diseased parts
is not Justified until faithful, intelligent treatmezt
40

has failed to relieve. No, even the fact that
these parts may again become diseased and re•
quire prolonged treatment is insufficient cause
for ablation. In the last few years, there has.
come over the profession such a craze tor opera
tions that some men are sewing up tne normal
lacerations of cervix and perineum which follow
labor, and are taking out tubes, ovaries, and
uteri, lest the victims have some f'uture �rouble
with these organs."
As practical les1ens,-� suggested the following:

"l• Let the general practitioner take great
pains to.instruct the wives and their
husbands upon their proper .sexual re•
la tions, the dangers of gonorrhea and.
abortions.
2. Let the peysie1an take spe·cial care to .
early diagnose and properly tre�t female
troubles while they are curable.
3. Let the' surgeons be more conservative· and
not. so anxious to operate. In other words,
let the surgeons get cured of their "operato
mania."

The indications for blsterectomy was suwmar1zed by Dr•

H. F• Hamilton (115) under the following headi�s:

1. Kalignancy. SJ'•p�oma--diseharge� pain, death.
2. Jlyoaata. s.vaptoma--hemorrhage, salp1ng1t1s, peri
tonitis, retlex, 1rr1tat1on, indigestion, 1n•
val1d1sm.
3. Bilateral disease or the appendages, or bilateral
d1'aease of the appelldages and the uterus•
ayaptoas--1ntlammat1on, suppuration, persistent
peritoneal adhesions, neoplasms, dysmenorrhea,
ovarian degeneration, tubal colic.
4. Chronic metrit1a. symptoms--hypertroph1c. and
atrophic dysmenorrhea.
5. EXtra-uter1ne prE3gnaney.
6. So-ealled hysteri,-epilepsy.
7•· complete genital.prolapse.
8. Inversion or the uterus.
9. Genital tubereul sis.

The tera hystereoto y was llS&d to denote the removal d

the uterus, and generally its appendages, from the
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lv1a.

The different methods of performing hysterectomy were
divided into two general divisions: namely, first, by ap
proaching the uterus through the abdominal wall, known as
supra-pubic hysterectomy; second, by approaching the uterus
thro�h the vagina, and known as vaginal hysterectomy.

EXTRA-UTERINE PREGNANCY
As to the varieties of extra-uterine pregnancy, there
were said to be four: first, interstitial, that was, im
plantation and growth of the ovum in the tube as it is con
tained in the uterine wall; second, tubal, that was, im
plantation and growth of the ov um in the tube anywhere from
the place it leaves the uterus to its fimbriated extremity;

third, ovarian, that is, implantation and the growth of the ovum
upon the o vary; fourth, abdominal, that was, implantation and
growth of the ovum at any plEtoe within the peritoneal cavity.
The tubal form was regarded ae the most common form. (117)
Many theories were advocated as to the etiology of eetopic

pregnancy, but the one which appealed to Dr• W•

o.

Henr y (117)

most strongly was that some obstruction had occurred in the tube
from previous disease, and that, while the spermatozoa might

with dif ficulty pass through it on account of its small size
and because of its own motive power, yet when the ovum, a
ls_rger body, and wi.thout the power of motion, attempted to
traverse this narro� passage, found it was arrested, and must

needs develop where it was.

The obstruction might be caused by
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a tlexion or the tube, a thickening ot its mucous membrane,
or possibly the complete removal of the epithelium with

its ciliated processes, upon which, in pE·rt, the ovum must

depend for its locomotion.

AS to the symptoms, they wer·e t09 ordinary ones of

pregnancy, until rupture took place, 'which might have occurred
at any time after the fifth week up to the fourth month.

physician at th1:1t time (1900) was very seldomly called to
see and examine these cases before rupture.

A

Symptoms included

a severe griping pain in one or the other ovarian region and
lower abdoaen.

The pat-1ent felt faint, or weak, had to lie

down and get some relief.

They might sweat rather freely--a

cold, clammy sweat breaking out over the body.

some pressure and a bearing down feeling.

There might be

A digital examina

tion at the first attack would reveal a soft cervix, a tumor,

large or small, at one aide or the other of the uterus, with

free pulsations of a uterine artery, a fluctuating mass of

greater or lesser size in the pouch of Douglas. and tenderness
upon the side of the tumor.

weaker than normal.

The pulse would be more rapid and

A rectal examination might demonstrate

more clearly the tumor and tne fluctuation.

Within twelve or

twenty-tour hours a very dark. blood discharge tlowed from the

uterus.

The first symptoms would then subside but the blood

discharge would continue.

color of the discharge.

nr.

Henry stressed the pe cul1ar dark

In order to confirm the diagnosis 8.r
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vaginal incision was made which disclosed the blood clots,
fluid blood and membranes.

Treatment of the hemorrhage was to check it, or, 1:r tbs
case had developed a fever with a temperature over 100, a
:tree vaginal incision was preferred to turn out the blood
clots, and debris, and wash out thoroughly and drain, much

as one would treat a pelvic abscess.

If the hemorrhage still

progressed, unless the operator were peculiarly expert in

vaginal work, he would do better to at once open the abdomen

and control the bleeding point.

It an abdominal section bad

been made and the bleeding controlled, the diseased tube am.

ovary was removed and the other side dealt with according to

,.

the best judgment of the p:tzyaioian.

All blood clo:ts and debrt a

were quickly removed, and the entire cavity wiped dry and clean

w_i th gauze sponges, -drainage established through the va�1na,

and then the abdominal wound was closed.

''

If the patient were

in shock, or had lost much blood, she would receive before
leaving tne table, a q�art of normal salt solution underneath
!

the breasts.

This could be repeated in th.etthighs and abdomen
every two to four hours.
OFFICE TREATME�T OF GYNECOLOOICAL l-'ATIE.NTS
Dr• Ewing Brown (12) arbitrarily divided gynecological
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patients that entered his office 1nto three rough clasee.si
first, those in which the low accessible genital canal was in
volved in inflammatory conditions; second, in those in which an
abnormal position or condition of the parts had been brought
about by traumatism or displacements after confinement; and
third, those in whom �he genital pax-ts 1n or surrounded by
I
I
I·
I

.\

the peritoneum were involved.

The first class of pa t1ents required office treatment,

because the disease was local, of easy access, and did not give

r1se to any constitutional disturbances or symptoms.
I

· The second class of pat1ents embraced displacements ot

the uterus.

Dr• Brown took up the retrod.1aplacements, because

ot the tact t.ba t

he

very eeldomly saw or heard of eases ot an

terior displacement.

He believed that in· _eases of_ retrodis

plac_ements with light adhesions, tubal and ovarian complica
tions being excluded, or following sub1nvolut1on, many cases
could be cured by m�ssage with forced ant1flex1on and the use or
tampons, followed by the introduction of a pessary w�en little
force was required to retain the uterus 1n normal poe1tion.

He

stated that too many of them were operated upon.

The th3r d class of ea.sea - those of inflammatory cond.1 tions

1n the larer pe ritoneal cavity - embracing acute and chronic 1n
flammat1on of the tubes and ovaries, inflammatory and ]zyperplastte
o d1tiona of the uterus with their often accompanying local
1n
peritoneal inflammations and adhesions, local treatment did not
se�m to do much.good.

Rest, the free use of saline cathartics

so that the bowels might be unloaded, and also to drain the
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pelvic circulation was often felt to aid the system in the

absorption of these diseased conditions, which were not of
that class requiring surgical interference.

He advocated the disposal of the use of the uterine
sound, the intra-uterine applic,ator and the stem pessary,
and said tbEt t they could easily be done away with if the

physician were qualified.

The rule in the office treatment

of patients was and should have been thD t no trea
tment or in
strument chould be carried above the internal os.
(120)
Massage was strongly advocated, finding especial
use

fulness where plcc,st1c exudates and impaired
functions of
muscles and tendons existed. For execution the
patient was
placed in the lithotomy position - legs fle
xed, a�dueted,,
feet resting with the soles flat on the
loung(! or table.
The left hand of the operetor was placed
in the vagina and
the right hand on the abdomen over the
area to be massaged
· (small circular motions were to be use
d). The chief indica
tions were exudates remaining aft6r
inflammatory processes
and <i,jls-plaaements of the uterus.
cnronic metritis .was felt
to be markeidly benefited by it,
as was chronic endometrit1s a
nd
subinvolut1on. The treatments
were to extend over a period
of
eight weeks, and Dr. Forgny And
erson (123) even used it in dis

placements of the uterus and ute
rine prolapsus. Contraindincati
ons
for tp 1a procedure included re
cent pus fprmations as acut
e sal ..
pingitis, aneurisms, atheroma
toua processes, large develope
d
varices, acute phlebitis, per
iphlebitie, malignant growths
,
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ovarian cysts, and acute inflammatory processes (as
peritonitis). No massage was to be given during menstruation.

one of the greatest fields of usefulness of electrolysis
. was found to still exist in the treatment of cases of benign
uterine tumors (such as fibromata and myomata) many of wh�ch
could be brought to almost complete absorption, while a still

larger number were believed to be checked in their growth. (114)
DISPLACEMENTS OF THE PREGNANT UTERUS
versions and flexions of the pregnant uterus might occur .

by accident, or the pregnancy might take place 1n an already

dislocated uterus.

These were attributed to� capacious and

roomy pelvis with lax attachments and undue mechanical violence,
also small fibroids which might also complicate pregnaqey.

Anterior displacements with pendulous abdomen might· give great

disoomf'ort and prove troublesome in the process of labor.

In the case of acute posterior displacements the remedy-used

was to empty the bladder, put the woman in the· knee-chest po

sition, elevate the perineum and push up the f'tindus.

When the

pregnancy was quite advanced, much was believed to be gained by
directing the force towards the sacro-iliac synchondros1s; and.

I

in case this did not succeed, the cervix was grasped and the
uterus drawn down, at the same time pushing forward the rundus

with the two fingers in the posterior cul-de-sac.

If adhesions

existed, they went as far as they could with the latter procedure
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and then blocked up the organ with wool tampons, keepiz:s
the woman as much as possible on her faoe--this .was shown
to succeed 1n most cases. (11§.)

PROLAPSE OF THE FEMALE URETHRAL MUCOUS MEMBRANE
,•

Dr• van Neas Sherman (119) cited a new met�od of treatment.

A- sound was placed 1n the urethral canal, and a .. 1nute.quant1ty
of tincture of iodine or any other irritating fluid was in

jected at various intervals into the connective tissues. between

the vaginal and urethral mucous membranes�

Then, using a fine

curved needle, a few interrupted catgut sutures were put in,

passing them from the vaginal mucous membranes directly upon

.1

the sound, their points of entranc_e and or· exit being each

ab�ut one-eighth of an inch to either side of the median line.

The stitches were tied sufficiently tight to bind th$ vaginal
·,

and urethral mucous membranes firmly together fn. the relations
in which they had been.brought by the passage of the dis

tending sound •.
LEUKORRHEA
�.

Dr• 'I• o. Henry (124) made the assertion that .leukorrbea
was never a disease but a symptom in 1900.
As to the etiology, causes were nune ro'bls, and might have
been -thos'e which' caused a vuiv1t1s, · a vagin1t1s, an� etido-

'
\...._..··

oer�icitis, a metr1t1s, an endometr1tis, or erosions of the
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eervix--even that of malignant diseases. In young women
there was thought to exist a oatarrhal condition of the

vagina or the uterus, dependent upori anemia, the taking ot
a cold at the time of menstruation, or other cause leading

to general depression of the system (overwork, mental worry,
being on the feet too much) especially at menstrual periods

with too long hours, too little sleep, lack of sufficient
rood and constipation.

sympto!4S �neluded mainly the discharge, but that dis

charge would sometimes produce irritation or a soreness ot

the vulva, or prur1t1s which could ·only be cured by arresting
the secretion.

Treatment depended upon the cause.

In the young, un

married women general health was corrected and inlproved.

vaginal suppositories of various astringent combinations

were introduced up to the cerYtx at· bedtime. and allowed to

remain over night, when �hey might be followed 1n the morning
by a hot vaginal douche--this proved satisfactory in some

cases.

The most useful suppositories contained two to five

grains ·or tannin.

Laoeratedand torn cervices w1th leukorrhea

were cured by the repair of the laceration and local treatment
(application of Morsel's solution, which contained tannin or

As1'°3 solution, 30 grain•. to the ounce), after which a dry
tampon was applied ror twelve hours, and a hot douche used every

.

.__.
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other day after its removal. In some of the long standi�
bad cases nothing. short of an operation, by which tbs

mucous membrane of the canal, with all. of its de,p glands,
was removed, would prove effective.
CANCER OF THE UTERUS

During the time ot 1886 and after (125) cane er of the
uterus attracted a great deal ot attention, but the authorities

were not agreed as to whether total extirpation or the supra- ·
vaginal amputation of a cancerous uterus was the operation or
choice.

It appeared to Dr• Henry (121) that the incidence ot

cancer was on the upgrade.

The majority ot cancers occurred

between the ages.or twenty and sixty, one-third occurring be
tween the age of forty and fifty.

At that time 1t was believed

that it was principally a disease or the

epithe l1UII•

:A,l .. to

the cause or the cell alteration little was known, although

the profession in general thought that,traum� produced by par-

. tur1t_1on · apparently bore a c1uiual rel.�tion to I cancer of the .
cervix but not to · that of the body, and found that heredity
se�med to have little influence.

.

against the parasitic theory.

I

. '
. i

1.
'
l

.. !

The weight ot. evidence was

S,mptoms included pain, hemorrhage, tetid discharge and
oaohexia. The profession believed in an·early diagnosis, tor
they felt t'�t prognosis would be more favorable. . .
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Uterine cancer was classed in three forms: first,

epithelioma of the cervix which was the best known form

and moat frequent, having caulifl<JVer excrescences, profuse
degeneration, and hemorrhages.

This form extended early to

the vagina and late to the uterus.

For this was recommended

partial extirpation; a second form was the adenoma or the

cervical mucosa, tending to ulcerate, spreading to the uterus

leaving the vaginal cervix long intact and was slow in giving

rise to symptoms; a third torm beginning as a circumscribed
cancerous infiltration of the cervix ulcerating through.

The

se.cond and thir.d forms wer.e treated by total extirpation be

cause these forms spread readily over the entire uterus .• (125)

Prevent.ative !breatment was stressed in the way or the im

mediate repair of cervical lacerations.

Others stressed the

importance of yearly examination or woman's cervix over the age
or thirty-five years.

Radical treatment was advocated in the very early carcinoaaa

as the ideal treatment.

If a cervical carcinoma were dis

covered early, high amputation of the cervix was performed, but

there was some controversy for this treatment and that ot

}Wstereotomy.

Galvano-:-cautery had been mentioned as good in

competent hands •

Palliative treatment was indicated in· cases where hemorr-

hage was profuse, 1t consisted or curettement and packing with
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gauze and astringents to give temporary re"l1et •

It ·tbs

discharge were protuse and very foul, and not controlled
by permanganate or potash, carbide of calciwzrwas used.

In the ease ot severe pain, rectal suppositories of opium

was beneficial. (121)

It was interesting .to note that as early as 1902 (122·)

r .:

x•ray treatment was stressed in eradicating superficial

.

skin carc1nomatous growths, but nothing was said regarding 1ts
appl1oat1on in gynecological cancerous growths.

11

CONCLUSIOlfS
Truly, it may be said that the advancement and im
provement in the practice or obstetrics went hand in hand

•·

, with the development or more satisfactory treatment of di•
. seas ea by the internist, lC11rering the mortality in surgical
eases and the coritrol of communicable disease by public

health measures.

Through the beginning of obstetrical practice in Nebraska.

the w�rat question present 'Was that of the control or puerperal
sepsis, and in the'early �ears it was believed that puerperal

•epais was caused by the �tnvironmental- 1nt'.luences.

Later all

midwifery...

constantly

througn considerable 1nve�t1gat1on, it 1'asattr1buted·to "bad
During this jer1od or time we see mert

bringing further discussidns
on the matter.
I

Among these

ventive measures were advocated throughout.

They.1mcluded

probably the most outatan�lng la Dr• J. _Lue Sutherland.

Pre-,

doing away with midwives, •ore strict aaepsis -in prenatal

observation.

Dr• A• B• So.era, as early as 1901, believed

that a day would come when 1 the obstetrician would be required

to use a, strict aseps1s, a*5 the surgeon.

Even at this time,

J. B• Somers revealed the �rend toward the use of rubber gloves

or gauntlets and did advoc$te that their use should ·be the rule
,in obstetrical practice. All throughout this period, the
I

.

greatest ttread·was that ot ch1ld-bed fever,·and it certainly

.;:_

did account tor the greater proportion of the maternal

mortal.ity and tor the invalidism.

Puerperal e�lamps1a appeared to be rather a "dark horse"

as many theories were expounded as to etiology but none were
One thing may be said, and that 1a

proven or wholly accepted.

th.at preventive measures were advocated, the strongest advo.cate

· being Dr• J., Lue Sutherland and th�t the only way to at least
toresee the pcs sibility of this complication, prenatal care
and routine observation was imperative.

�though they did not

believe that albuminuria was a constant feature, they yet

stressed the fact that there should be routine urine examina�
tion.

The control and treatment of convulsions remained

,throughout the period 1n venesection, chloroform and the use
of chloral hydrate to prevent recurring convulsions.

Jlany · were

ternal mortality.

1·

,,,,

the advocates of immediate and rapid delivery to prevent ma-

The treatment of abnormal presentations did rema1i 1n the

grasp of destructive operations on the fetus •

.Although the ad-

ve11t of more strict antisepsis,
it was thought that the fetal
.
!

moftal1ty could be _reduced by the employment of a Caesarean
Qp,rat1on or sympl3J'aeotomy.

With this more r1g1d antisepsis.

the maternal mortality was considerably reduced in the ill•

.

prove�ent of these operations.

" ;:,

.� to the treatments ot gynecological patients. we see

,that �n the earlier days conservatism was the rule. ·With the
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advent of more strict asepsis and an apparent more bold

aggres1veness on the part of the· pl\Ysician, 2,peratoma.nia"

seemed to abound.

In tbs 1890 1 s there was a feeling of the

general practitioner tha'ti, the surgeons were too aggressive

and advocation was made for a more conservative attitude on
the part of the. general and gyneoological surgeon.

Because the profession in Nebraska did so desire to pro

tect the people from incompetent medical practitioners, a con

stant fight was being waged against.them in the form ·or.adequate

medical legislat1on--that of establishing an examln,ing board
under the management of the State Board of Health.

Then, too�

believing that a great ·many diseases were communicable and

contagious, they desired to wage a preventive war against them.
I

The pre1fentive war would be supervised by a state Board ot.

Health ,1th the medical profession 1n the front line trench.ea.
AlthougJ specific preventive measures were inadequate, they be

lieved in s�n1tat1on, wholesome water, food and milk supply,
a.nd gen ral eygienic measures. They did have one specific
j

1mmun1z�ng factor in smallpox vaccination and they were con

stantly 1advising and advocating for the vaccination of all

people.

...

I

In the late 1880 1 s diphtheria antitoxin, although not

carrying a lasting immunity, certainly did decrease the mor-

.tality of the d1phtherit1c pat1ants.
In conclusion. therefore, we can readily say that with the

better methods appearing 1n obstetrical. practice, w1t.h' the 1zt.ro-

�·---·:·-·
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duct1on of preventive measures, with the hope ot and the

attempt at the control or communicable diseases, and with

the advent of more strict aseptic technique and general

therapy, not only the maternal mortality was, and could be

reduced, but also the fetal·mortal1ty.
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